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ABSTRACT 

Flow assurance in the oil and gas industry is a very important factor that has proven to have a 

huge effect on the industry economically. It is well known that any unparalleled method to 

ensure efficient uninterrupted flow of fluids from the reservoirs to processing facilities is still 

non-existent. The issues associated with flow assurance in terms of fluid delivery include gas 

hydrates, wax, asphaltenes etc. Over the years, methods of reducing the risks posed by 

hydrate formation and deposits in flow lines have proved to be very capital extensive.  

Conventional ways to prevent and reduce hydrate risks during gas and oil transportation in 

transfer lines and process facilities is an important requirement in the oil and gas industry. 

The more effective practise is to inject hydrate inhibitors at the upstream end of pipelines 

based on certain factors including calculated/measured hydrate phase boundary, water cut, 

worst pressure and temperature conditions etc. Of recent, new methods have been developed 

that can monitor downstream inhibitor concentrations and shield the system against hydrate 

formation due to unforeseen circumstances. 

This thesis presents the research work done on a new technique that has been developed to 

detect early signs of hydrate formation which is based on tracer application. The tracer 

technique presents a unique concept based on the assumption that a non-hydrocarbon 

compound which can readily form hydrate at low concentrations and be detected at these 

concentrations, can be used to monitor compositional change in the gas phase of a flow line. 

Sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) meets all the requirements to facilitate this technique. Significant 

contributions by the JIP research program both in past years and current or future research 

projects have made it possible to better develop the application of the technique. However, a 

proper understanding of experimental methods and actual sample and overall compositions is 

very important for an accurate interpretation of the results.  

The centre for Gas Hydrate Research in the Institute of Petroleum Engineering, Heriot Watt 

University is a facility built to study the production and properties of gas hydrates. Three 

significant experiments were carried out for the development of this technique; the first 

experiment determined the hydrate phase boundary of SF6 in a high-pressure rocking rig. The 

SF6 hydrate dissociation points were measured at three different temperatures in the presence 

of V-LW, V-LW-H, V-LW-LHC and V-LW-LHC-H. The second experiment investigated the 

partitioning behaviour and sensitivity performance of SF6 in CH4-SF6/NG-SF6 gas mixture 

and deionised water using a high pressure kinetic autoclave to be able to simulate realistic 
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pipeline conditions. Systems with chemical additives including PV Cap, ethylene glycol, salt, 

methanol and light oil (condensate) were also investigated. The effect of hydrate structure 

and low water to gas ratio were also investigated. Results showed that SF6 has the potential as 

a tracer for detecting early signs of hydrate formation. The final experiment investigated 

injecting the SF6 along with a chemical additive (a commercial corrosion inhibitor) acting as 

a carrier fluid to transport the SF6 tracer into a pipeline as an alternative injection method. 

The feasibility of this method depended mainly on the solubility of the SF6 tracer gas in the 

corrosion inhibitor. Results showed that it is possible to inject SF6 together with a corrosion 

inhibitor which would ultimately make the process more cost effective as no equipment will 

be required for the injection process. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Summary 

This chapter presents the background to this research. It highlights some of the problems that 

engineers in this field encounter in regards to gas hydrates and flow assurance. It also 

presents some of the important attributes that the natural gas hydrates have to offer. The 

aims and objectives of this research with respect to the aforementioned problems are also 

stated including the methodology and scope of the research. 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH 
 

This thesis introduces an innovative technique that is focused on one of the major challenges 

in flow assurance within the oil and gas industry. This is centred on the hydrate problem 

especially in subsea operations were the risk of hydrate formation is high.  This work 

emphasises on a preventive method that is utilized at the very early stages of hydrate 

formation. 

 

1.1.1 FLOW ASSURANCE CHALLENGES IN THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY 

The term flow assurance came about in the early 1990’s by Petrobras, at the time, the term 

used was in Portuguese as “Garantia do Escoamento” which translates to “Guarantee the 

Flow”.  Several definitions of flow assurance have been made within the oil and gas industry: 

Deepstar describes it as – “The ability to produce fluids economically from the reservoir to a 

production facility, over the life of a field in any environment”. Others include: 

To enable production and transport of fluids from the reservoir to the host facility through the 

life cycle of the field, under all operating conditions in a cost effective way. In a more 

detailed version by Dr. K.S. Johal – “Critical analysis and evaluation of the thermo-

hydraulics associated with the design of the reservoir production system from the reservoir to 

the host processing facility. This should include associated economic mitigation options 
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available to avoid operation problems such as flow path blockage to maximize Net Present 

Value for the development”. (Johal, 2012) 

In summary, with all things considered, flow assurance is an extremely diverse field. It 

encompasses many discrete and specialized subjects and embraces all kinds of engineering 

disciplines. Besides network modelling and transient multiphase simulation, flow assurance 

involves handling many solid deposits, such as, gas hydrates, asphaltene, wax, scale, and 

naphthenates. As there is a rapid increase in the flow lines that are extended over long 

distances to tiebacks in deepwater operations, the risk of hydrate/wax formation and blockage 

from deposits owing to the deepwater temperatures is extremely high. One of the problems 

other than blockage is the movement of the plugs in the pipeline at high velocity which could 

cause rupture in the pipeline. Any blockage in an oil/gas pipeline due to hydrate/wax is a 

serious threat to the economic and cost effective strategy and also personnel safety. Hence the 

need to implement further non-intrusive techniques (i.e. lack of interference to/from other 

components in a typical produced fluid stream) and measurements that can monitor and 

detect early formation signs and reduce unnecessary downtime. Furthermore as oil and gas 

production advances into deep waters and colder regions, it is important that more advanced 

and economic methods are sought out in dealing with hydrate problems. 

In the oil and gas industry, the challenges and issues faced involving flow assurance is a 

matter of great significance especially from an economic viewpoint as well as personnel 

safety; hence it is one of the most critical elements in the design and operation of oil and gas 

field developments. The regular flow assurances issues (hydrates, wax, asphaltenes, slugging 

etc) have greater probability at occurring in deep water subsea operations and long distance 

tie-backs to the processing facilities. Therefore, the need to avoid flow path obstruction and 

blockage, ensure the integrity of the production system and avoid unfavourable operation 

conditions has never been more sought after. Over the years, various flow assurance 

mitigation technologies have been developed. 

This chapter introduces one of the major flow assurance issues that are clathrate hydrates of 

natural gases and the aim and objectives of the early stage development of the tracer 

technique. 
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1.1.2 NATURAL GAS HYDRATES 

Gas hydrates are clathrate compounds where guest (gas) molecules occupy the cages of the 

host molecules (water) under required favourable thermodynamic conditions i.e. low 

temperatures and high pressures. Hence they appear as crystalline ice-like solids with very 

similar physical properties. 

The structures of hydrates are composed of five polyhedral formed by hydrogen-bonds 

between the water molecules and the van der Waals interaction forces between the guest and 

water molecules of the hydrate lattice. The water molecules and guest molecules can form 

three unique hydrate structures based on guest molecule size. Hydrocarbon molecules having 

diameters between 4.2 and 6 Å like methane, ethane and carbon dioxide form structure I 

hydrates; hydrocarbon molecules with large diameters between 6 and 7 Å such as propane 

and iso-butane form structure II hydrates; and lastly with further increased diameters greater 

than 7 Å, hydrocarbon molecules like iso-pentane and neohexane can form structure H 

hydrates when accompanied by smaller molecules like methane and hydrogen sulphide. 

(Sloan 2007). 

 

Figure 1.1 Polyhedral water cavities including sI, sII, and sH hydrates (Sloan 2010) 
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1.2 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

One of the major challenges associated with the oil and gas industry is flow assurance issues 

from reservoir to process facilities. Hydrate formation in flow lines is easily the number one 

concern for every subsea flow assurance engineer. 

A re-occurring issue in this area involves the successful dealing of the hydrate problem. 

Because gas hydrates are able to form in any location where there is available free gas, water 

and favourable T & P conditions; the formed hydrates could shut gas flow rate partially or 

completely at the reservoir level, well bore or in the field pipelines.  

And because it’s often uneconomical or impractical to put a platform over the wellheads, it’s 

becoming more common to transport oil and gas through subsea tiebacks that may be as long 

as 90 or more miles. This generally means that temperatures are cool enough, and pressures 

high enough, to put them within the hydrate forming region, and action has to be taken to 

prevent plugs forming. As a result, the industry has been forced to take the bull by the horns 

and make research into anti-hydrate measures one of its top priorities.  

In deep-water operations, many hydrocarbons are deposited in shallow structures, and 

therefore, often the wellhead flowing temperatures are typically not excessive, usually 

between 40 – 60° C. To produce these conditions, designers usually try to have the well fluid 

reach the processing facilities at temperatures that are well outside of the hydrate stability 

zone. But this is always a difficult process, because seabed temperature in deep water is 

usually cold, often near or below 4° C which provides the necessary conditions for hydrate 

growth and formation. 

Some of the problems that arise from blockages due to hydrate formation include: 

 High cost consequences as huge loss in production can occur during remediation of 

blockages due to the uncertain amount of time required to safely dissociate the 

hydrate which may take days to months to complete. 

 Secondly, unlike other flow assurance pipe-blockers, which develop slowly, hydrate 

formation is often rapid, and prevention can be a matter of fast reflexes.  

 Thirdly, when a plug does form it can take a long time to remediate, even possible as 

taking up to a whole year for remediation to be completed, and the costs in production 

loss and extra fees could add up to tens of millions of dollars.  
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As oil and gas production advances further into deep waters and colder regions, the risk of 

hydrate formation becomes absolutely critical and hence it is important that more advanced 

and economic methods are sought out in dealing with the existing hydrate problems.  

There are a number of ways to stop hydrates. The simplest approach would be to erect a 

platform in place, but that presupposes a very large and sustainable production volume to 

justify the CAPEX cost. Other methods include heating and insulating the flow line, which is 

expensive and limited by how much power can be generated on a platform. The chemical 

version of this approach is to pump thermodynamic inhibitors such as methanol or ethylene 

glycol. These are effective, but both come with substantial drawbacks. For one thing, very 

high volumes can be required – sometimes as much as a one-to-one ratio i.e. high treatment is 

usually required in the range of 10 – 50 wt% in volume injected. 

Recently, a more cost effective method of chemical inhibition which utilises LDHIs (Low 

Dosage Hydrate Inhibitors) has been adopted. They are classified into KHIs (Kinetic Hydrate 

Inhibitors) and AAs (Anti-agglomerants). Although having slightly different preferences, 

they generally restrict the build-up of hydrate crystals thereby preventing plugging in the 

system. Requirements for treatment of this type are usually between the range of 0.01 – 

5wt%. 

 

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

The main objective of this research is to develop a technique that can detect initial/early signs 

of hydrate formation by utilizing developed gas tracers gas tracers thereby giving operators 

adequate time to react to the developing problem.  

 

1.4  WORKSCOPE 

The workscope will include the following: 

a) Introducing a hydrate forming compound which does not exist in the hydrocarbon system 

and is detectable at very low concentrations as a potential tracer,  
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b) Developing a method of monitoring and measuring the concentration of the non-

hydrocarbon hydrate forming compound, 

c) Introducing a method of injecting the potential tracer into the well head or flow lines for 

field operation. 

The technique could be of particular interest for gas dominated systems and/or where water 

velocity is very low. 

 

 

1.5 DELIVERABLES 

In order to meet the necessary requirements for establishing the existing tracer, a series of 

literature and experimental investigations will be carried out: 

 First a literature search on the potential tracers been used widely in the industry and 

their properties. 

 Next is to outline a selection criteria as to choose the best potential tracers that is most 

suitable to the stated application area. 

 This is followed by experimental investigation into the hydrate properties and 

compatibilities with the aforementioned application including the thermodynamic 

properties. 

 The selected tracer will then be under a series of experimental investigations whereby 

it is partitioned through various hydrocarbon systems with various chemical additives 

and hydrate forming conditions. 

 Finally investigations will be carried out into the most feasible injection method of the 

tracer in field operations taking into consideration economic reasons. 
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1.6 STRUCTURE OF THESIS 

The First chapter provides an introduction to the scope of the research and identifies the area 

of significance that is to be addressed. 

The Second chapter focuses on the literature review of the research, emphasizing on the 

selection criteria of the tracers and their properties. The applications of the tracers are also 

stated. 

The Third chapter is a precursor for the main methodology and experimental investigations. 

The chapter seeks to establish the first of three different experimental investigations whereby 

the hydrate phase boundary of the selected tracers were determined. A comparison of the 

obtained results with literature data was also presented. Conforming behaviours of the tracers 

meant that the tracers’ had a high potential in the adaption of this technique. 

The Fourth chapter presents the preliminary investigation of the main frame of the research. 

Results are presented for the partitioning behaviour of the tracer in a hydrocarbon system 

containing deionised water and natural gas. This chapter also outlines the main characteristics 

of the tracer during hydrate formation and dissociation. It showed that some of the objectives 

of the research can be achieved. 

Chapter Five is an extension of the main frame of the research. The partitioning behaviour of 

the tracer is further extended to various hydrocarbon systems, each containing different 

chemical additives. Furthermore, the tracer concentration is further reduced to determine its 

feasibility at very low concentrations. 

The Sixth chapter is a hybrid of the Fourth and Fifth chapters. In this chapter the partitioning 

behaviour of the tracer is investigated in systems that exhibit different hydrate forming 

conditions. 

Chapter Seven explains the variations and the retention time of the tracer concentrations in 

the hydrocarbon systems after the gas hydrates have completely dissociated. The 

concentrations of the tracers initially in the system at equilibrium conditions before hydrate 

formation tend to differ, depending on the type of hydrocarbon system, to its concentration 

after hydrate dissociation.  
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Chapter Eight discusses methods of injecting the tracer into flow lines for field operations 

and investigates a suggested method experimentally which utilizes the solubility of the tracer 

in a transporting medium. 

Chapter Nine draws conclusions on the entire investigations. It lists its possible contributions 

to the research with respect to the outlined aims and objectives given in Chapter One with 

limitations and recommendations in the future for improvement of the technique. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

 

Summary 

This chapter gives an overview of tracer study: their selection process, properties and 

applications in various industries with more emphasis on the oil and gas industry, taking into 

account the specific tracer characteristics/properties which form the basis for their 

application. Details of their restrictions, in terms of their effect on the environment and their 

availability in atmosphere, are also presented.  

 

2.1 CONCEPT OF HYDRATE MONITORING AND EARLY WARNING 

SYSTEMS 

The concept of the tracer technique research project was part of a joint industry project 

focused on developing hydrate monitoring and early warning detection system. The term 

'early warning' refers to the methods/techniques developed to help reduce the risk of a 

disaster. Early warning systems define the relevant parameters to be monitored, the scientific 

basis for making predictions and how accurate and timely warnings can be generated, thereby 

promoting preparation and readiness to react to the warnings. 

In this case, it detects the initial hydrate formation as an early warning system against hydrate 

blockage. The system detects the changes in the system due to hydrate formation with the aim 

of giving operators sufficient time to prevent blockage. The other term "hydrate monitoring" 

refers to the monitoring of the hydrate safety margin of a system to optimise the inhibitor 

injection rates by determining the amount of inhibitor in the aqueous phase and the degree of 

inhibition they can offer. By applying this method, impact on both the economics and 

environment is improved. 

Hence, the concept of hydrate monitoring and early warning detection systems aims to 

integrate a robust system that can optimise inhibition injection rates and detect initial signs of 

hydrate formation in a system thereby providing the following benefits: 
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 Minimising gas hydrate blockage risks 

 Optimising hydrate inhibitor injection rates, resulting in improved economics and 

minimising potential environmental impacts 

 Minimising the risks associated with potential human error and/or mechanical failure 

of inhibitor injection pumps 

 Giving increased time for remedial action by detecting signs of initial hydrate 

formation (i.e., an early warning system) 

This research which focuses on tracer study as a development of an early warning system,  

involves injecting a selected volatile, conservative tracer into a stream (liquid and/or gas) and 

determining its partitioning behaviour by measuring its desorption/volatilization and changes 

to its initial concentration upon injection.  

 

2.2 TRACER SELECTION 

The selection of potential gas tracers is a very important step in the performance of the tracer. 

This is because the tracers have different physical and chemical properties and only certain 

properties are acceptable for the tracer selection based on the required application. Various 

researchers have reported on the criteria required for the tracer selection process. 

Carr et al (1997) listed the basic requirements in tracer selection as:  

 Ability of the tracer to partition into and move at the same rate as the displacing fluid 

 Low tracer loss in the reservoir either through adsorption on rock surfaces, 

precipitation on contact with or partitioning into other reservoir fluids 

 Ability to accurately measure the tracer at very low concentrations, preferably in field 

laboratories, 

 Safe and easy handling of the tracer and the produced fluid samples 

 Low cost of both the tracer and the sample detection and measurement process. 

Eurybiades and Niel (2010) listed the following criteria for tracer selection as: 

 Low toxicity 

 Commercial availability 

 Low cost 
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 Chemical stability 

 Low retardation 

 Absent or low concentrations in the environment 

 Detection over a large concentration range 

 Easy sampling and measurement procedures 

Dugstad et al (1993) listed the following criteria for tracer selection: 

 The tracer must have a very low detection limit 

 It must have stability under reservoir conditions 

 It should follow the tagged phase and must have a minimal partitioning into other 

phases 

 It must have no absorption to rock material 

 The use of the tracer must have minimum environmental consequences 

Hitchin and Wilson (1967 ) described a suitable tracer gas to  have density and diffusion 

properties similar to air, be non-explosive, non-toxic and odourless, should not react with any 

of the constituents of air or any materials in a test area, should be detectable at low 

concentrations and should not be produced in the test area.  

Although these criteria help define an ideal tracer gas from a theoretical perspective - 

practical considerations such as cost of the tracer and necessary detection system will factor 

strongly into the selection. Sherman (1990) 

Other factors that are important in the selection of tracers are the: 

 Half life 

 Specific activity 

 Type of radiation 

 Energy of radiation 

 Physical and chemical form. 

Many works have been carried out by various researchers on tracer gases to find those that 

best represent a standard ideal tracer gas. However our concern involves tracers that can form 

hydrates at low temperatures and also having a form of detecting its concentration by 

instrumentation. 
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Hence for this specific application, the following is required in the tracer selection process; 

 Strong hydrate former, preferably s-II former. 

 Not naturally present in oil/gas production fluid 

 Safe to store/use with low toxicity 

 Detectable online at trace levels. 

The s-II hydrate would be the preferred hydrate structure for the tracer because of the target 

fields where the tracer is to be implemented, which are gas and condensate fields. Situations 

whereby the field gas composition consists of heavy s-II hydrate formers, an s-I hydrate 

forming tracer could prove to be ineffective for detecting early signs of hydrate formation, 

unless if the hydrates formed are s-I from dominant hydrocarbons like methane and ethane. 

Structure I gas hydrates tend to be more common in gas and condensate fields where methane 

and often carbon dioxide are the dominant gas components of the field. 

 For this research development, some potential tracers have been identified which are mostly 

refrigerants – hydrochlorofluorocarbons and hydrofluorocarbons because of the presence of 

fluor atoms in their chemical structure that is capable of forming clathrate hydrates. Tracers 

selected for experimental investigation were 1, 1 – Difluoroethane (R-152a), an s-I hydrate 

former and sulphur hexafluoride (SF6), s-II hydrate former. Furthermore, odorants – dimethyl 

sulphide (DMS) and tert-butyl mercaptan (TBM) were also identified as potential tracers. 

Although no experimental work has been carried out as of yet, research on their 

thermodynamic and hydrate based properties including their existing methods of detection 

and injection have been done. 

 

2.3 PROPERTIES OF TRACERS 

 
This section discusses the chemical properties of the selected tracers; 1, 1 – difluoroethane 

and sulphur hexafluoride. The fluor components within their chemical structure make them 

suitable for this application, however it is also important to identify their individual effects 

especially on the environment. 
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2.3.1 SULPHUR HEXAFLOURIDE 
 

Sulphur hexafluoride is an odourless, non-flammable, non-radioactive, anthropogenically 

man-made gas with dielectric and insulating properties (Heise et al 1997, Maiss et al 1996). 

Its unique physico-chemical properties make it ideally suitable for many specialized 

industrial applications (Maiss et al 1996). However, SF6 is a potent greenhouse gas with very 

high global warming potential (GWP) and extremely long atmospheric lifetimes. This leads 

to a very high accumulation in the atmosphere – (ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT OF SF6 

AND PFCs RESERVOIR TRACERS ON GLOBAL WARMING”).  

Global Warming Potentials (GWPs) are used to estimate the integrated climate forcing of 

various greenhouse gases compared with a reference gas, usually carbon dioxide (CO2). They 

provide a simple way to gauge how decisions affecting greenhouse gas emissions (e.g., in the 

Kyoto Protocol) may influence the climate in the future (WMO, 2003).  

Although having a relatively high GWP, Sulphur hexafluoride is not naturally present in the 

atmosphere i.e. its atmospheric concentrations is less than 1.9 pptv (parts per trillion by 

volume) (Hibbs et al 1998), hence the greenhouse effect due to the presence of Sulphur 

hexafluoride in the atmosphere is still insignificant.  

It should be noted that the use of Sulphur hexafluoride in terms of quantity and exposure to 

atmosphere might not necessarily pose any threat to the ozone layer. 

 

2.3.2 1,1 DIFLUOROETHANE 

1,1 difluoroethane is a colourless, flammable hydrofluorocarbon gas at room temperature and 

atmospheric pressure. It has a low level odour of ether and slightly toxic. During the acts of 

the “Montreal protocol”, it was one of the significant HFCs that were replaced by the 

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) due to its GWP. 

(Ernstagrd etal 2012) 

1,1 difluoroethane is not well recognized as a tracer however the presence of Fluor atoms in 

its chemical structure makes it suitable for this application because of the ability to form s-I 

clathrate hydrates. This is also applicable to other refrigerants in the same category such as 

Freon -11 – Trichlorofluoromethane which forms s-II clathrate at atmospheric pressure and 

11o C temperature. In terms of its applications, other than refrigeration and foam 
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applications, 1,1 difluoroethane is commonly found in electronic cleaning products and 

aerosol products (Ernstagrd et al, 2012). 

Table 2.1 shows the various potential gas tracers and their impact on the environment and 

atmosphere. 

 

Tracer Chemical 

Formula 

BP, 

o C 

Solubility 

in water @ 

25o C, ppm 

Structure Lifetime 

(years) 

ODP GWP Toxicity 

information 

R-152a CH3CHF2 -25 685 sI 1.4 0 122 Asphyxiant 

SF6 SF6 -64 4 sII 3200 0 22450 Non-toxic, 

but acts as 

asphyxiant 

Table 2.1 Properties of 1,1 – Difluoroethane and Sulphur hexafluoride (WMO, 2003) 

 

2.4 DETECTION METHODS 

In general, tracer gas concentration has been usually measured by infrared absorption and 

electron capture detector gas chromatography (GC-ECD). However, in the case of SF6, GC-

ECD has been shown to be the most suitable detector because of its sensitivity at detecting 

very low concentrations of halogenated compounds (SF6 – 20 parts per trillion (ppt)) (Carr et 

al 1997). 

Ultimately, a detection method that can accurately determine the concentration levels of the 

tracers up to ppb/ppt levels and can also monitor these tracer concentrations online in real 

time would be most ideal for this application. Other than infrared absorption and electron 

capture detectors, Tominaga et al (1981) described a number of solution absorption-based 

methods with sensitivity from 0.012 to 4 ppm. These methods either have limited sensitivity 

or are not suitable for real-time monitoring of SF6 level. Infrared spectroscopy can be used to 

detect SF6 with a limited sensitivity of several to 50 ppm for electrical haul diagnostics in SF6 

insulated equipment (Heise, et al, 1997). Hence, as of yet a suitable online monitoring and 

detection device for the application has not been identified. 
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2.4.1 CORRELATION BETWEEN THE GC READINGS AND GAS 

CONCENTRATION 

The gas samples collected from the experiment is injected and analysed by the gas 

chromatography equipped with an electron capture detector. the results appear in peak area 

format.  

The GC-ECD was calibrated using a syringe of 1 ul and tube cylinders. Hence the correlation 

was determined as follows: 

 

Calibrated peak area value for Sulphur Hexafluoride (SF6) = 3.91 x 106 

SF6 concentration at calibrated peak area in initial NG-SF6 gas mixture = 56.1 ppm 

Hence concentration in ppm: 

𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
× 56.1 

 

2.5 TRACER APPLICATIONS IN INDUSTRY 

The gases most commonly used for tracer application are sulphur hexafluoride and 

perfluorocarbons (Galdiga and Greibrokk 1997). In general, fluor containing compounds are 

widely used as tracers to monitor air dispersion quality and groundwater movement. SF6 has 

proved to be a useful tracer for such dispersion studies because of its ultrasensitive detection 

by electron capture chromatography, chemical stability in the presence of other atmospheric 

pollutants and sunlight. (Dietz and Cote (1973)) 

In groundwater studies, SF6 was used as an artificial tracer in Big Pine key and Key Largo, 

Florida Keys (USA) to quantify horizontal flow rates of the ground waters and dissolved 

contaminants in the subsurface waters and their possible interaction with surface waters. 

(Dillon et al, 1999). 

SF6 and CFCs have been utilized to effectively monitor injected fluid movement in two 

vertical hydrocarbon miscible floods in the Rainbow field Alberta by placing small slugs of 
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the tracers within the injected gases. Hence other than effective monitoring, some cases 

resulted in identifying reservoir flow channels. (Carr et al (1997)) 

SF6 has been used as tracer in plume dispersion study from power plants. An example is the 

Tracy power plant near Reno, Nevada; where SF6 was released as a gaseous tracer through 

the stack of the Tracy power station. The objective of the study was to determine the extent of 

plume impact on the ground and its effect on both terrains and the atmosphere. (Cher, 1985). 

Another example is the plume analyses of the Long Island Landing Company Power plant at 

Northport, New York, where SF6 was used as a tracer to determine the sulphur dioxide and 

sulphate concentrations from the plant (Dietz and Cote (1973)). 

In the last few decades, the use of SF6 a gas tracer to simulate oil/gas reservoirs have become 

more significant for various reservoir study such as flow patterns, gas/water injection, 

internal reservoir structure etc. (Galdiga and Greibrokk, 1997). 

For example, SF6 was used to evaluate bulk water flow through a geothermal reservoir at the 

Rosemanowes quarry, south west England. The performance of SF6 as the required tracer was 

due to its stable chemical integrity under extreme temperature and pressure conditions. 

(Upstill-goddard and Wilkins, 1995). 

Focusing on the oil and gas industry, the study and application of tracers is a frequent and 

relevant aspect in oilfield studies.  

Dugstad etal (1993) studied the potential use of chemical tracers to track injected gas and 

water in reservoirs based on their behavioural patterns and their interaction with rock matrix 

and residual oil.  

Radioactive tracers proved to be useful in tracing gas and water displacement in the Fairway 

field - Calhoun et al (1970).  

Tang and Harker (1991) reported the implementation and interpretation of the first ever 

successful interwell tracer test in the oil and gas industry to determine residual oil saturation 

in the Golden Spike carbonate reservoir. SF6, Freon 13B1 and Freon 12 were selected as the 

tracers and injected into the reservoir in pre-mixed liquid form. 

Wagner (1977) reported on the use of gas and water tracers to identify interwell sweep 

problems in reservoirs undergoing waterfloods and gas drives. Both chemical and radioactive 
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tracers were used to identify these problems and the obtained information and data proved 

useful in the design, control and interpretation of tertiary oil recovery processes.  

In general, tracers in the oil and gas industry have been applied to cases of water and gas 

injection, monitoring miscible floods, tracing and evaluating reservoir flow and conditions, 

oil recovery processes etc. 

 

2.6 THERMODYNAMIC AND HYDRATE-BASED STUDY OF 

SELECTED TRACERS 

It has been well established that flour containing compounds are very good hydrate formers. 

The phase behaviour of these compounds has been extensively investigated by researchers in 

the past. SF6 and more recently, CFC and PFC compounds have been widely used as tracers 

in various industries and some inter-comparison studies have been carried out between them. 

Research has shown that some of these flour containing compounds are capable of forming 

structure I and II gas hydrates. 

Cha et al (2010) investigated the thermodynamic feasibility of separating SF6 from gas 

mixtures using gas hydrate formation by carefully investigating the key process variables of 

hydrate phase equilibiria, pressure-composition diagram, formation kinetics, and structure 

identification of the mixed gas hydrates. The hydrate-based SF6 study was suggested as a 

novel SF6 separation and recovery method.  

Akiya et al (1997) experimentally investigated the use of alternative refrigerants - R-

32(CH2F2) and R-125(CF3CHF2) gas hydrates and their mixture as cooling storage materials. 

Data was obtained on the phase equilibria of the refrigerants which were used to determine 

the heat of formation of their hydrates as well as the critical dissociation temperature and 

pressure.  

Liang et al (2001) measured the hydrate equilibrium data of 1,1,1,2-Tetrafluoroethane (R-

134a), 1,1-Dichlorofluoroethane (R-141b) and 1,1,2-Difluoroethane (R-152a) using a 

sapphire cell with a magnetic stirrer and data acquisition system for a range of temperature 

and pressure.  
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Funke et al (2002) measured the saturated-liquid and saturated-vapour densities along with 

the vapour pressure of SF6 over a range of temperature just below the critical temperature 

(45.6o C). The critical density and the critical pressure as well as the isothermal 

compressibilities in the critical region close to the phase boundary were determined from 

these measurements. The hydrate of SF6 belongs to the s-II hydrate group in the low pressure 

region.  

Dyadin et al (1964) and Sugahara et al (2006) reported on the thermodynamic stability of the 

SF6 hydrate at high pressure. Sugahara found that a “pressure-induced structural transition” 

of the SF6 hydrate crystal from s-II to s-I occurs at 15.05o C and 33 MPa (4786 psi). This 

analysis was in agreement with the work by Dyadin, who also observed a second structural-

phase transition at 28.05o C and 132 MPa (19145 psi). These points show that the SF6 s-II 

hydrate can change to possibly s-I at elevated pressures. 

Because of the unique properties that these tracers possess, it was possible to obtain valuable 

results based on their applications. With this knowledge, it was therefore probable that 

similar effects could be expected for tracer application that is based on hydrate formation 

processes. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE PHASE BEHAVIOUR OF 

SELECTED TRACERS 
 

 

Summary 

This chapter discusses the experimental set-up used to perform the thermodynamic and 

hydrate phase boundary experiments for the selected potential tracers. The rocking rig was 

used to carry out the measurements of the hydrate dissociation points of the tracers. The 

method and procedure for the experimental investigation have been fully emphasized. The 

hydrate phase boundary data for selected tracers are presented and comparisons are drawn 

with literature data.  

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Based on a the information listed in Chapter Two on the selection criteria, 1, 1 – 

difluoroethane and sulphur hexafluoride were established as potential tracers for this 

application with adequate chemical properties. However, to be able to fully understand the 

feasibility of the tracer technique application, it is necessary to simulate real time field 

conditions in the laboratory. Hence the equipment and experimental set-ups should be able to 

represent these conditions accurately in the laboratory. 

3.1.1 HYDRATE STABILITY ZONE MEASUREMENT OF SELECTED 

TRACERS 

The centre for Gas Hydrate Research in the Institute of Petroleum Engineering, Heriot Watt 

University is a facility built to study the production and properties of gas hydrates. 

For this investigation, the purpose of this experiment was to determine the hydrate phase 

boundary of the selected tracers – 1, 1 – difluoroethane (R152a) and sulphur hexafluoride 

(SF6) by forming hydrates at specific atmospheric conditions and gradually dissociating the 

hydrates till the point of complete disappearance.  
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The tracers’ hydrate dissociation points were measured at different temperatures in the 

presence of vapour-liquid (V-Lw), vapour-liquid-hydrate (V-Lw-H), vapour-liquid-liquid 

hydrocarbon (V-Lw-LHC) and vapour-liquid-liquid hydrocarbon-hydrate (V-Lw-LHC-H). 

SF6and R-152a hydrates dissociation points. At the end of the tests, one of the objectives was 

to establish a set of measured hydrate dissociation points for the selected tracers under 

investigation to determine the feasibility of this technique in pipeline situations. 

Hydraflash software – Hydrate and PVT Prediction commercial software developed by 

Heriot-Watt University/Hydrafact, is a thermodynamic prediction tool that can predict the 

phase boundary of these injected gases into systems at specific atmospheric conditions. This 

knowledge is very useful in determining when hydrate, ice and any other phenomena have 

been formed in a system. 

 

3.2 DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 

In order to accurately determine the hydrate properties of the selected tracers a rocking rig 

was used to carry out the necessary experiments. 

The high pressure rocking rig can accurately determine the hydrate properties of the tracers 

based on their effectiveness and efficiency under different conditions. 

3.2.1  THE ROCKING RIG EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

 

Figure 3.1 High pressure rocking cell 
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The high-pressure rocking rig, as shown in Figure 3.1, consists of a test cell with a volume of 

300 cm3 that can work up to 690 bar (10,000 psi). A piston is fitted in one end of the cell to 

adjust the cell volume and a mixing ball is used to help in achieving thermodynamic and 

phase equilibrium between any fluids under study. The cell is mounted on a shaft that is 

driven to rotate at a required frequency and angle by compressed air. A cooling jacket 

surrounding the cell is connected to a programmable cooling bath, which makes it possible to 

control the cell temperature. The cell pressure is measured using a Quartzdyne pressure 

transducer that is capable of measuring pressure with a resolution of 0.01 psi, whilst a PRT 

thermal probe is used to measure the cell temperature with a resolution of 0.1° C. 

 

3.2.2 MATERIALS 

The main fluid sample used in the experiment was deionised water. The gas tracers used for 

the investigation were 1, 1 – Difluoroethane (R-152a, 99.9% purity) and sulphur hexafluoride 

(SF6, 99.9% purity), both supplied by Sigma-Aldrich corporation. 

 

3.3 PROCEDURE 

Deionized water (60 cm3) was loaded into the empty cell from the top of the rocking rig. The 

volume of deionized water was accurately determined by loading water behind the cell piston 

at the bottom end of the rig.  

The cell was vacuumed to remove residual air and the tracer gas was then injected into the 

cell using a thin flow line connected to the inlet valve located on the seal of the cell. After the 

required gas pressure was injected, the system was directly cooled to form hydrates. 

The cooling bath was programmed to increase the temperature in the cell by step-wise 

heating to a final temperature of 20 oC. Each test had about 1 to 3 repeatable runs depending 

on the accuracy and precision the results. 

After a test was completed, the tracer gas in the cell was reduced by 5 psi and the cell 

temperature directly cooled to form hydrates and the process is repeated again. 
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The cell was cleaned and the whole process restarted after determining the entire dissociation 

temperature for one of the selected tracers. 

 

3.3.1 DEFINITIONS 

For a simple test run, the concept is to form hydrates at low temperatures and gradually 

increase it until hydrate dissociates. Figure 3.2 illustrates a recorded temperature and pressure 

profile for a hydrate system under investigation 

 

Figure 3.2 Temperature-pressure profile of measured dissociation points (R-152a) 

 

The point at which the hydrate gradually dissociates is determined when the pressure 

readings from the recorded data show a region of stable measured points, and one point from 

this region is selected as the dissociation point. This point is recorded as the equilibrium 

pressure at the given temperature. Hence a series of points are collected creating a trend of 

equilibrium pressures and temperatures of hydrate dissociation.  

This method of accurately obtaining the hydrate dissociation points was employed for all the 

tests conducted. Figure 3.2 shows the T-P profile of R-152a and Figure 3.3 shows the 

selected dissociation points from Fig 3.2 for R-152a. 
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Temperature (oC) Pressure (psig) 

0.9 17.64 

5.54 26.01 

10.54 42.75 

14.54 65.11 

15.02 64.51 

15.5 64.44 

20.36 71.58 

Table 3.1 Measured hydrate dissociation points (R-152a) 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Slope change at 14.54o C and 65.11 psig (Run 1) due to the effect of 1,1 

difluoroethane 

 

The dissociation points were measured as cell gauge pressure (psig) which was later 

converted to absolute pressure (psia) for validation purposes (about 3.2 psi was added to the 

gauge pressure for the conversion because of the pressure transducer was calibrated at 1 atm 

= 11.51 psig). 
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3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The experimental hydrate dissociation temperatures for 1, 1 - difluoroethane and sulphur 

hexafluoride are presented in Figures 3.5 - 3.7 and Table 3.2. A comparison between the 

tracers and literature data is highlighted in Figures 3.8 and 3.9.  

And finally a comparison with the hydrate dissociation temperatures of natural gas is 

displayed in Figure 3.10. 

3.4.1 PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

To determine the dissociation temperature and pressure of the selected tracers; 1, 1 – 

Difluoroethane and Sulphur hexafluoride, it is important to perform repeatable runs so as to 

have data well comparable with already existing data. This section presents the preliminary 

results of the Hydrate Stability Measurement of the tracers. Figures 3.5 to 3.7 highlight the 

different runs repeated in order to measure the precise hydrate dissociation temperature 

accurately for both tracers. 

3.4.1A 1, 1 – DIFLUOROETHANE HYDRATE DISSOCIATION 

MEASUREMENT 

Based on the work done by Liang et al (2001), HSZ measurements were carried out in a 

similar manner to allow for comparison between experimental result and literature data. 

 

Figure 3.4 Run 2 - improper point distribution 
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Figure 3.5 Slope change for 1, 1 – difluoroethane at 13.22 oC and 58.17 psig 

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the graphical representation of 2 more runs carried out in addition 

to Figure 3.3 for R-152a. It can be noticed that the point distribution in Figure 3.4 is not clear 

enough to determine the dissociation temperature and pressure; hence a final run was carried 

out to make this clear in Figure 3.5. This justifies the purpose of carrying out more than a 

single test run to allow for good repeatability and clearer representation of the results. This 

method reduced the amount of errors accumulated over the duration of the tests. 

3.4.1B SULPHUR HEXAFLUORIDE HYDRATE DISSOCIATION 

MEASUREMENT 

 

Figure 3.6 Slope change for sulphur hexafluoride at 13.54o C and 255.79 psig – Test 1 
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Figure 3.7 Slope change for sulphur hexafluoride at 9.78o C and 92.78 psig – Test 2 

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the hydrate phase boundary of sulphur hexafluoride at two different 

conditions. The Hydrate Stability Zone measurements for sulphur hexafluoride required a 

single run to determine their dissociation point due to the stability of the sulphur hexafluoride 

hydrate. This fact is evident in the smooth distribution of the hydrate dissociations points on 

the charts. 

 

3.4.2 MEASURED DISSOCIATION POINTS  

A number of hydrate dissociation points were measured and the measured temperatures cover 

the range of interest. Table 3.2 tubulises the measured hydrate dissociation points, and 

Figures 3.8 and 3.9 illustrate the measured points with the literature data. In Figure 3.8 it can 

be seen that the measured dissociation points for 1, 1 – difluoroethane are in agreement with 

the literature data at the lower temperatures, however, consistent deviations were observed at 

temperatures higher than 10° C. For sulphur hexafluoride, in Figure 3.9, good agreement can 

be observed between the measured and the literature data.  

Figure 3.10 shows all the measured and the literature data, and compares the hydrate phase 

boundaries of 1, 1 – difluoroethane and sulphur hexafluoride to that of a typical natural gas. It 

is obvious that both tracers chosen can form hydrates at significantly low pressure and high 

temperature, for example, sulphur hexafluoride can form hydrate at temperatures that are 
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more than 10° C higher than that of natural gas at 150 psia. This result suggests that the 

tracers (both 1, 1 – difluoroethane and sulphur hexafluoride) have strong tendencies to get in 

hydrate cages once natural gas hydrates form in pipelines. 

    

R152a 

     

SF6 

 T (oC) 14.5 13.2 12.5 11.5 10.7 5.2 5.3 0.7 13.5 9.9 1.5 

P (psia) 68.1 60.8 53.1 48.0 41.0 18.0 18.9 11.0 258.8 96.4 16.0 

Table 3.2 Measured hydrate dissociation points 

 

 

Figure 3.8 The measured hydrate dissociation points of 1, 1 – difluoroethane tracer 

compared to the literature data. 
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Figure 3.9 The measured hydrate dissociation points of sulphur hexafluoride tracer, 

compared to the literature data. 

 

Figure 3.10  Comparison of the hydrate phase boundaries of 1, 1 – difluoroethane and 

sulphur hexafluoride to a typical natural gas 
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3.5 CONCLUSION 

The hydrate system properties of the possible tracers, 1, 1 – difluoroethane and sulphur 

hexafluoride, have been investigated in this work. Using previous works as reference, the 

hydrate dissociation temperatures and pressures for the tracers have been measured and 

reported in this work. Results show that both selected tracers have high tendencies of getting 

trapped in hydrate cages when hydrates form in pipelines. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 

PARTITION TEST OF SF6 IN A HYDROCARBON SYSTEM 
 

 

Summary 

This chapter discusses the partition behaviour of the selected tracer – sulphur hexafluoride, 

in hydrocarbon system containing deionised water and natural gas. This is a preliminary 

investigation under the main frame in a series of experimental investigations for the 

feasibility of the tracer technique.  The equipment and experimental set-up used have been 

discussed in detail in terms of their compatibility for the investigations. Obtained results are 

presented and highlight the potential of SF6 for the tracer technique application. 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

To be able to detect early signs of initial hydrate formation in flow lines and/or processing 

facilities, an application of a tracer technique has been investigated. The method presented in 

this chapter focuses on the concentration changes of the selected chemical tracer that is 

monitored in the gas phase and its unique characteristic as a non-hydrocarbon, that can form 

hydrates at low temperature conditions. The technique is designed to give operators sufficient 

time to initiate remedial steps prior to massive hydrate formation growth/deposits that usually 

leads to blockages and much unnecessary cost. 

The governing principle that has been used as a measuring medium for this specific 

application of the tracer technique assumes “that a non-hydrocarbon compound which can 

readily form hydrate and be detected at ppm (parts per million) or ppb (parts per billion) 

levels in the gas phase is suitable as a potential tracer”. The assumption is subject to 

experimental verification; hence this test focuses on the partitioning behaviour of SF6 in a 

hydrocarbon system containing deionised water. The objective of the experiment will be 

achieved when SF6 is able to take part and get trapped in hydrate cages during the hydrate 

formation process. 
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4.1.1 PARTITIONING TEST OF SF6 IN DEIONISED WATER SYSTEM 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Schematic of the kinetic autoclave 

After the hydrate phase boundary of the tracers had been determined in Chapter Three, the 

next stage was to partition one of the selected tracers (sulphur hexafluoride) in a hydrocarbon 

system that can act as a representative of the produced fluids from a reservoir in field 

conditions. The potential of sulphur hexafluoride as a tracer for early hydrate detection was 

significantly higher in comparison to 1, 1 – difluoroethane. Due to the fact that 1, 1 – 

difluoroethane only forms structure I gas hydrates (Sugahara et al, 2011), it might prove to 

not be feasible in a system that has large amounts of natural gas (structure II). This was the 

main reason that sulphur hexafluoride was used solely in the partitioning investigations. 
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4.2 DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

To properly represent field conditions in the laboratory, the test was conducted using a high 

pressure autoclave. It is essential that the experimental set-up used was capable of simulating 

these conditions to an acceptable accuracy. 

The high pressure kinetic autoclave contains a cylindrical cell made of stainless steel. The 

cell has a volume of 2230 cm3 and can work up to a pressure of 6000 psi (414bar). A metallic 

cooling jacket is surrounded around the cell and it is connected to a temperature regulated 

cooling bath that circulates coolants through the jacket to achieve the desired temperature in 

the cell. A magnetic stirrer is mounted from the top into the cell that induces adequate mixing 

between the fluid phases under study.  A temperature probe is also mounted from the top into 

the cell that records the readings of cell temperature. At the inlet to the cell a pressure 

transducer is also connected as well. These devices are connected to a computer that displays 

the readings on a PC monitor.  

An Agilent HP5890 Series II gas chromatograph (GC) equipped with an electron capture 

detector (ECD) was used to analyse the concentration of the tracer (SF6). The ECD measures 

a trace of gas based on detecting electron-absorbing phenomenon. 

Basically, the carrier gas (e.g., nitrogen) is ionized by a radioactive beta particle emitter, 

resulting in many more free electrons. The electrons are accelerated towards a positively 

charged anode, generating a current. As the sample is carried into the detector by the carrier 

gas, electron absorbing analyte molecules in the sample capture electrons and thereby reduce 

the current. An ECD can be 10-1000 times more sensitive than a flame ionization detector 

(FID), and one million times more sensitive than a thermal conductivity detector (TCD), 

which depends on the analyte (Wikipedia). 

 

4.2.1 PARTITIONING TESTS –MATERIALS 

For this investigation, the components used to simulate field conditions included: deionised 

water, as the main fluid composition, and sulphur hexafluoride and natural gas. (See 

Appendix B, Table B.1, for natural gas composition) 
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4.3 METHODOLOGY 

The methodology for the preparation and testing of the sulphur hexafluoride and natural gas 

mixture in deionized water was carried out in a series of steps; the sulphur hexafluoride and 

natural gas mixture preparation, the loading of the test cell and testing. 

4.3.1 PREPARATION OF NATURAL GAS AND SULPHUR 

HEXAFLUORIDE MIXTURE 

Before the experiment was carried out, the mixture of the represented reservoir gas and tracer 

gas was made. Natural gas was used as a typical representative of the field gas and SF6 as the 

tracer gas (NG-SF6). The concentration of SF6 in the mixture, as described based on its 

criteria, was targeted to be in range of 5 – 50 ppm (parts per million). 

 The first step was to vacuum an empty tube cylinder containing a piston and mixing ball 

inside of about 27 cm3 in volume. After vacuuming, the cylinder is weighted and 1g of SF6 

was injected into the empty tube. After injection, the tube was weighted again. By doing this, 

the target of 1g of SF6 in the tube cylinder can be accurately achieved. Depending on the 

target concentration of SF6 in the natural gas mixture, the specifications of the cell that would 

contain the whole mixture was used to calculate the required SF6 concentration in the natural 

gas mixture i.e. the cylinder (ProServ) used to contain the mixture, had a maximum pressure 

of about 10,000 psi (690bar) and a volume of 981 cm3. For safety purposes, the injected gas 

pressure into the ProServ cylinder was limited to 9,000 psi (621bar) to avoid any 

complications in terms of over pressuring the cell further than its specified capacity. Hence 

with a volume of 981 cm3 and pressure of 621 bar and assuming standard conditions, using 

ideal gas law (equation of state); the number of moles of natural gas was determined. With 

that knowledge, and the required amount of the target SF6 concentration including its 

molecular weight, the mass of SF6 was determined. At this point, the initial mass of 1g of SF6 

in the tube cylinder is constantly diluted with natural gas until the calculated mass is 

achieved. The final diluted SF6 concentration in the tube cylinder is then injected into the 

main ProServ cylinder already containing 9,000 psi of natural gas and the NG-SF6 mixture 

with the desired concentration is achieved. Hence: 

Total pressure of NG-SF6 gas mixture in Proserv cylinder – 9000 psi 

SF6 concentration - 56.1 ppm (mole) (see Appendix B.1.1 for preparation) 
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4.3.2 PARTITIONING TESTS PROCEDURE 

The autoclave cell was charged with the desired amount of deionised water and sealed using 

an O-ring to prevent gas leakage.  Air/residual gas was evacuated from the cell by vacuuming 

with a vacuum pump.  The autoclave was then pressurized with the required NG-SF6 gas 

mixture from the ProServ cylinder to the desired pressure and the fluids under study were 

constantly being mixed together by the magnetic stirrer and left at those conditions for a few 

hours to saturate the phases at just over 20o C. After equilibrium conditions had been 

established in the system, the mixing was temporarily halted and an initial gas sample was 

collected at 20o C cooling bath temperature from the gas phase to determine the initial tracer 

(SF6) concentration in the system prior to hydrate formation. The cooling bath temperature 

was gradually reduced from 20o C in temperature steps to below the hydrate equilibrium 

temperature to form hydrates in the system. More gas samples were collected and the 

quantity of the sample was determined based on pressure drop reading from the pressure 

transducer which was usually about 3 to 5 psi. It was important to collect small amounts of 

gas samples from the autoclave so as to prevent a high reduction in the natural gas 

components such as methane thereby changing the system composition. The amount of 

pressure drop required from the autoclave was very small during sampling because of its 

large volume for both the gaseous and aqueous phases.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

The temperature in the autoclave was gradually increased after hydrate formation through 

stepwise heating and the gas samples were collected at the temperature intervals. A minimum 

of 15hrs was the time period elapsed before gas samples were taken between temperature 

increase intervals in the cell through the cooling bath. Basically the system is set to the 

required temperature and kept at that temperature overnight and the sample is collected the 

following morning. Two samples have been taken in a day before with about 7 hours between 

them, however in most cases equilibrium conditions had not yet been achieved in the system 

and the results were inconsistent. After a series of samples were collected, the final gas 

sample was taken at 20o C - cooling bath temperature. The gas samples were then analysed in 

the GC-ECD. After experiment, the autoclave is cleaned and every residual material is 

removed. Original SF6 concentration in the NG-SF6 mixture was 56.1 ppm and later diluted 

to 4.34 ppm. Details of the new NG-SF6 mixture are shown in Appendix B.1.2. 
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4.3.3 SAMPLING REGIME 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Temperature-pressure profile highlighting the sampling points in the SF6 

partitioning test for a deionised water system 

 

As the system was gradually cooled down to form hydrates, samples were taken to determine 

the point at which the SF6 tracer concentration started to decrease due to hydrate formation 

and the following gas samples afterwards were all taken during the heating up of the system 

after hydrates had already completely formed. 

The methane and natural gas hydrate phase boundary was predicted using the in-house 

thermodynamic HydraFlash software. Because the system contains water and natural gas, it is 

also possible that structure I methane hydrate can also form. Moreover the plot of the natural 

gas hydrate phase boundary is to aid in estimating the temperature and pressure conditions at 

which hydrates are likely to be completely dissociated in the system. 
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4.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A preliminary investigation of the partitioning behaviour of sulphur hexafluoride in a typical 

natural gas and deionized water system is shown in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.3. Figure 4.4 

highlights the release of sulphur hexafluoride from the aqueous/hydrate phase upon 

temperature increase in the system. The effects of temperature and hydrate on the sulphur 

hexafluoride concentration is also presented. 

 

4.4.1 PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

As shown in the Figure 4.2, the initial test for the SF6 partitioning behaviour investigation 

was in the system containing the NG-SF6 gas mixture and deionised water. 

This work was a preliminary investigation to understand the partitioning behaviour of SF6 for 

systems containing vapour-water (i.e., V-Lw) and vapour-water-natural gas hydrate (i.e., V-

Lw-H). Table 4.1 shows the sampling conditions and the changes in the SF6 concentration in 

vapour phase during hydrate formation and dissociation, which is illustrated in Figure 4.3. 

There were no meaningful changes in the SF6 concentration in the first three samples before 

hydrate formation, which suggests that SF6 solubility changes with temperature in water, will 

not affect the SF6 concentration much and that the SF6 solubility will not change measurably 

when the system temperature goes across the hydrate phase boundary. In contrast to that, the 

SF6 concentration sharply reduced while the natural gas hydrates were forming. Reduction of 

the SF6 concentration resulted in SF6 molecules becoming heavily trapped in hydrate cages in 

samples 5 and 6 where the water converted into hydrates was equivalent to 480 bbl/MMscf 

and 319 bbl/MMscf respectively. It was also shown that the SF6 molecules were gradually 

released while the hydrates were dissociating, but the change in its concentration was still 

noticeable even with about 8.5 bbl/MMscf of water converted into hydrates still remaining in 

the system. 
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Sample T P Water in 

hydrate 

SF6 in 

vapour 

Change 

 oC psia barrel/MMscf ppm (mole) % 

1 20.2 984 0 55.7 0.0 

2 16.8 960 0 56.4 -1.3 

3 14.6 942 0 56.5 -1.4 

4 9.6 754 171 27.6 50.4 

5 1.5 435 480 0.6 99.0 

6 4.7 589 319 0.7 98.7 

7 9.4 685 235 6.7 87.9 

8 14.5 867 40.4 27.0 51.5 

9 14.8 881 29.3 29.0 47.9 

10 15.1 888 15.2 33.6 39.6 

11 15.3 891 8.5 37.4 32.9 

12 15.8 902 0 49.9 10.4 

13 16.7 908 0 60.1 -8.0 

14 20.1 922 0 61.1 -9.8 

15 20.1 920 0 61.3 -10.1 

Table 4.1 Sampling points and changes in the SF6 concentration in vapour phase 
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Figure 4.3 SF6 molecules heavily trapped in the natural gas hydrates 

 

 

Figure 4.4 SF6 molecules gradually being released from the natural gas hydrates when the 

hydrates were being dissociated during step heating. 
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Figure 4.4 is an insert of Figure 4.3, zooming in the part with less than 50 barrels of water 

converted into hydrates per MMscf of gas during hydrate dissociation. Obvious difference in 

the SF6 concentration was seen at sample 11 (8.5 bbl/MMscf), which was accurately 

measured by the GC. If drawing a trend-line of experimental points, it can be expected that 

changes in the SF6 concentration will still be measurable for the ECD even if much less water 

is converted into hydrates. There was a hysteresis phenomenon observed, which is shown by 

the empty square points. Measurable percentage of the SF6 molecules remained for more than 

8 hours in the aqueous phase after hydrates were fully dissociated at 15.8° C (0.5° C outside 

the hydrate stability zone). This hysteresis effect may enhance the viability of the tracer 

technique for detecting initial hydrate formation. As the system temperature was increased 

further, it was observed that the SF6 concentration became even slightly higher than the 

original value (i.e., 61.3 ppm). At this point of the analysis, there were two possible causes 

for this observation. Firstly, it may have been caused due to relatively more hydrocarbon 

components such as methane being drained out during the course of sampling when the 

system was still within the hydrate stability zone. The second suggestion might be 

contributed to the fact that the dominant components in the NG-SF6 mixture (e.g., methane, 

ethane, etc) could lag behind the SF6 molecules in escaping from the aqueous phase due to 

hydrate memory. Further analyses of this observation have been brought forward in the mass 

balance calculation in Chapter Seven. 

 

4.5 CONCLUSION 

The partitioning test of a typical NG-SF6 gas mixture and deionised water demonstrated that 

the SF6 molecules were able to get trapped in the formed natural gas hydrate even with little 

amount of hydrate left during dissociation. The results obtained from the gas chromatography 

equipped with electron capture detector showed good repeatability and accuracy in detecting 

the SF6 concentration in the hydrocarbon stream. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 

SF6 PARTITIONING TESTS IN HYDROCARBON SYSTEMS WITH 

CHEMICAL ADDITIVES 
 

 

Summary 

This chapter discusses the effects of the presence of chemical additives in various 

hydrocarbon systems on the behaviour and concentration of SF6. Most of these chemical 

additives act as hydrate formation inhibitors. The obtained results showed that SF6 was 

heavily trapped in the hydrate cages during formation and was able to stay in aqueous phase 

for longer periods after hydrate dissociation. The effects of the chemical additives on SF6 

were negligible based on the objective of the investigation, which further justifies the viability 

of this technique. 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Based on the results obtained in Chapter Four, further experimental investigations were 

carried out whereby SF6 was partitioned in systems containing chemical additives. Usually in 

cases involving subsea operations, fluids from the reservoir usually contain different 

compositions and chemicals including chemicals additives injected upstream to help prevent 

the formation of hydrates in the flow lines, or slow down the hydrate growth rate to allow for 

transportation of reservoir fluids without the risk of blockage to the flow lines. Hence, taking 

into consideration these conditions, the SF6 partitioning behaviour was investigated for the 

following systems: 

 

 NG-SF6 in 2.5 mass% Luvicap EG (Kinetic Hydrate Inhibitor) and deionised water 

 NG-SF6 in 20 mass% ethylene glycol and deionised water 

 NG-SF6 in 5 mass% salt and deionised water 

 NG-SF6 in condensate and deionised water 

 NG-SF6 in 10 mass% methanol and deionised water 
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The concentration of the SF6 was reduced from 56.1ppm (from Chapter Four) to 4 ppm 

(4.34ppm), and the change was used after the tests carried out with the KHI and MEG 

systems. To ensure proper and adequate mixing in the system and to further improve the 

accuracy of the results, the mixing speed used for most of the experiments was set at 600 

rpm. Reasons for the change are further explained in the chapter. 

The same experimental set-up and procedure described in Chapter Four was also used for 

these investigations. 3 psi pressure drop was drained from the cell during each sample 

collection. For the KHI system, 10 samples were collected, 8 samples each for the MEG and 

salt systems; and 9 samples each for the condensate and the methanol systems. 

 

5.1.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

For these SF6 partitioning investigations, there was no need to gradually reduce the 

temperature to form hydrates because this was already proven in the preliminary test (Chapter 

Four) that SF6 does indeed take part in the hydrate formation process. Hence after an intial 

sample was collected at equilibrium conditions (20o C), the autoclave was directly cooled to 

form hydrates, and the following gas samples collected, were done during the stepwise 

increase of the system temperature. This is highlighted in Figure 5.1 for a system containing 

5 mass% salt as an example of the sampling procedure. 
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Figure 5.1 Temperature-pressure profile highlighting the sampling points in the SF6 

partitioning test for the salt system 

 

5.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results and analyses of the partitioning behaviour of SF6 in hydrocarbon systems 

containing KHI, salt, Methanol, Ethylene glycol and condensate are presented. 

5.2.1 NG-SF6 GAS MIXTURE IN 5 MASS% SALT AND DEIONISED 

WATER SYSTEM 

This test was conducted for the system NG-SF6 + DW (deionised water) + 5 mass% NaCl 

(Salt). Total aqueous solution was 1700 ml with the inclusion of 85 g NaCl (5 mass% NaCl). 

The gas phase was the same at 530 ml. This test utilized the new SF6 concentration of 4.34 

ppm. It was the third experiment carried out in the series of investigations which initiated the 

use of the new NG-SF6 gas mixture (see Appendix B.1.2). Partitioning behaviour of the SF6 

is shown in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.2. About 0.37 ppm of SF6 remained in the vapour phase at 

9.9° C with 107 bbl/MMscf of water converted into hydrate. At 14.1° C, about 10% of the 

initial SF6 was retained in the aqueous phase, although all the hydrates were completely 
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dissociated. After hydrate dissociation the pressure loss in the system was mainly due to 

sampling with a total of 8 samples taken, indicating that almost all the SF6 gas that were 

dissolved in the aqueous phase during hydrate formation were recovered back to the gas 

phase after hydrate dissociation. 

 

Sample T P Water in 

hydrate 

SF6 Change 

No. oC psig barrel/MMSCF ppm (mole) (% of  initial) 

1 20.3 1021 0.0 4.34 0.0 

2 9.9 817 107.7 0.37 91.4 

3 13.3 932 20.8 2.23 48.6 

4 13.8 948 11.3 2.79 35.7 

5 14.0 954 6.1 3.21 25.9 

6 14.1 959 0.0 3.93 9.5 

7 16.0 978 0.0 3.93 9.5 

8 20.2 1001 0.0 4.07 6.2 

Table 5.1 Sampling points and changes in the SF6 concentration in vapour phase (salt 

system) 
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Figure 5.2 Partitioning of SF6 molecules in the natural gas hydrates in the presence of 5 

mass% NaCl 

 

5.2.2 NG-SF6 GAS MIXTURE IN 2.5 MASS% LUVICAP EG (KHI) AND 

DEIONISED WATER SYSTEM 

The first experiment conducted was the system with KHI (2.5 mass% Luvicap EG). It is 

called the first because the system used the previous NG-SF6 gas mixture where the 

concentration of SF6 in natural gas was 56.1 ppm. The main function of Kinetic Hydrate 

Inhibitors (KHI) is to slow down the process of hydrate growth during formation without 

completely preventing it from taking formation in a system; hence it has no effect on the 

hydrate phase boundary. The autoclave was loaded with a total volume solution of 1700 ml 

i.e. 1657.5ml of deionised water, 42.5 ml of Luvicap EG and gas volume of 530 ml.  

During the experiment with the KHI system, some problems were encountered. With the 

knowledge of the properties and behaviour of KHIs, it is also possible for the KHI to be 

completely used up in a system leading to rapid hydrate growth in and along the walls of the 

system. Of course this takes a very long time to occur hence little cause for concern is 
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needed. In this case other factors help in enabling the KHI to last for longer periods such as 

the amount of KHI in the system as well as the mixing conditions. 2.5% mass Luvicap EG 

was used for this experiment with an intended mixing speed of 300 rpm. After a series of 

tests, the results obtained were very inconsistent and irregular; this was due to hydrate 

blockage in the cell and also in the sample collection line which is connected to the inlet were 

the gas samples are taken from. This might be due to the fact that all the KHI in the system 

had been used up because there was rapid hydrate growth in and along the walls of the cell 

which led to blockage. After this phenomenon occurred a second time, it was assumed that 

the volume of water in the system was too high, so 700 ml of the aqueous phase was drained 

out and fresh NG-SF6 gas mixture was re-injected into the system, hence total aqueous 

volume was reduced to 1000 ml and gas volume 1230 ml. The mixing speed was left at 300 

rpm for the experiment. The test was then completed without any further problems. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Temperature-pressure profile highlighting the sampling points in the SF6 

partitioning test for the KHI system 
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Because of the nature and behaviour of KHIs, the hydrate dissociation was very slow and 

took a long time. Large volumes of gas hydrate were still measurable for longer periods of 

time at temperatures slightly outside the hydrate phase boundary. Therefore, no sample was 

taken just outside the phase boundary; instead the system was heated directly to 20o C (about 

4o outside the HSZ) to completely dissociate the hydrate in reasonable time. Consideration 

was taken to increase the mixing speed to aid the formation and dissociation of hydrate for 

the later investigations. The fluctuations at the early heating part of the experiment was due to 

blockage in the system as rapid hydrate growth in the system occurred during the cooling 

process, due to complete usage of the KHI at that point in time in the system. 

 

Sample T P Water in 

hydrate 

SF6 Change 

No. oC psig bbl/MMscf ppm (mole) (% of initial) 

1 20.6 1333 0.0 51.22 0.0 

2 9.1 1242 165.1 1.46 97.1 

3 12 1265 139.9 4.12 92.0 

4 14.4 1284 82.7 6.37 87.6 

5 14.9 1288 73.0 6.33 87.6 

6 15.7 1294 70.1 7.46 85.4 

7 16.6 1301 67.3 10.33 79.8 

8 20.6 1333 0.0 40.75 20.4 

Table 5.2 Sampling points and changes in the SF6 concentration in vapour phase (KHI 

system) 
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Figure 5.4 Partitioning of SF6 molecules in the natural gas hydrates in presence of 2.5 

mass% Luvicap EG 

 

The results are shown in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.4. It can be seen that about 97% of the SF6 

molecules got into the hydrate cages at 9.1° C. Then the SF6 was gradually released from the 

hydrate phase as the system temperature was rising. However, about 20% of SF6 molecules 

were retained in the aqueous phase/hydrates even at 20° C after more than 24 hours. 

 

5.2.3 NG-SF6 GAS MIXTURE IN 20 MASS% ETHYLENE GLYCOL AND 

DEIONISED WATER SYSTEM 

This test was conducted for the system containing NG-SF6 with deionised water and 20 

mass% ethylene glycol (MEG). The total volumes of the gaseous and aqueous phases were 

530 ml and 1700 ml respectively, which was the case for most of the systems for consistency. 

The MEG solution amounted for 340 ml of the aqueous volume and the NG-SF6 was injected 
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into the system until the system pressure reached 1536 psig. It was the second test carried out 

in the investigation because it employed the initial NG-SF6 gas mixture where SF6 

concentration was 56.1 ppm however, after the system was fully loaded, the SF6 

concentration in the system was diluted to about 18 ppm by injecting only natural gas. 

The presence of 20 mass% MEG shifted the phase boundary about 5 degrees to the left as 

shown in Figure 5.5. The dissociation point was predicted at 12.9o C with a pressure of 1405 

psig. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Temperature-pressure profile highlighting the sampling points in the SF6 

partitioning test for the MEG system 
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when about 80 bbl/MMscf of water was converted into hydrates, only 3.85 ppm of SF6 was 

left in the vapour phase. 

Sample T P Water in 

hydrate 

SF6 Change 

No. oC psig barrel/MMSCF ppm (mole) (% of initial) 

1 20.7 1531 0.0 16.50 0.0 

2 10.2 1245 81.7 3.85 76.7 

3 12.5 1376 19.2 8.32 49.6 

4 12.8 1395 11.0 10.32 37.5 

5 12.9 1400 9.9 12.32 25.3 

6 13.2 1410 0.0 12.53 24.1 

7 14.9 1440 0.0 16.07 2.6 

8 20.7 1496 0.0 17.22 -4.3 

Table 5.3 Sampling points and changes in the SF6 concentration in vapour phase (MEG 

system) 
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Figure 5.6 Partitioning of SF6 molecules in the natural gas hydrates in the presence of 20 

mass% MEG 

 

5.2.4 NG-SF6 GAS MIXTURE IN CONDENSATE AND DEIONISED 

WATER SYSTEM 

For the condensate system, the total liquid volume included 1700 ml of aqueous solution and 

100 ml of condensate. The new NG-SF6 gas mixture was injected until the system pressure 

reached 1144 psig. Mixing speed was also set at 600 rpm. Unlike the previous tests were the 

vapour and aqueous phase volumes were kept constant at 530 ml and 1700 ml respectively, 

the total volume for the vapour and liquid phases were 430 ml and 1800 ml, respectively. SF6 

concentration at 20o C was 4.34 ppm. Figure 5.7 shows the temperature and pressure profile 

of the system. 
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Figure 5.7 Temperature-pressure profile highlighting the sampling points in the SF6 

partitioning test for the condensate system 

 

In Table 5.4 it can be seen that at 5.4° C which had the most amount of water converted into 

hydrate, 96% of the SF6 were trapped in hydrate and it was gradually released as the system 

was heated and approached the dissociation point. After the hydrate completely dissociated, 

the SF6 concentration in the vapour phase was not fully recovered until system temperature 

was at 17° C (0.4o C outside the HSZ). This result confirms the feasibility of SF6 for 

produced water that usually contains some oil/condensate. 
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Sample T P Water in 

hydrate 

SF6 Change 

No. oC Psig barrel/MMSCF ppm (mole) (% of  initial) 

1 20.8 1144 0.0 4.34 0.0 

2 5.4 598 302.1 0.19 95.5 

3 10.1 770 202.4 0.29 93.3 

4 14.9 1036 30.4 2.77 36.2 

5 16.6 1097 0.0 3.92 9.6 

6 16.7 1095 0.0 4.28 1.4 

7 17.0 1095 0.0 4.37 -0.7 

8 17.6 1095 0.0 4.36 -0.5 

9 20.7 1116 0.0 3.99 8.2 

Table 5.4 Sampling points and changes in the SF6 concentration in vapour phase 

(Condensate system) 
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Figure 5.8 Partitioning of SF6 molecules in the natural gas hydrates in the presence of 

100 ml of condensate  

 

5.2.5 NG-SF6 GAS MIXTURE IN 10 MASS% METHANOL AND 

DEIONISED WATER SYSTEM 

The total aqueous solution was 1700 ml with the inclusion of 170 g of methanol solution. 

Vapour volume was about 530 ml. The concentration of SF6 in the system was 4.34 ppm at 

20o C. With 10 mass% of methanol in the system, the phase boundary shifted about 3° to the 

left. Dissociation temperature and pressure were predicted at 13.9o C and 1346 psig 

respectively. Figure 5.9 shows the temperature-pressure profile and the sampling points. At 

the first run of the experiment, the sampling inlet was blocked because water got in the hole 

and hydrate formed thereby preventing the gas from flowing out. Hence the experimented 

was halted and the blockage was removed by forcefully releasing gas from the cell at high 
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of 1471 psig and the experiment was resumed. Figure 5.9 shows the temperature and pressure 

profile for the methanol system. 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Temperature-pressure profile highlighting the sampling points in the SF6 

partitioning test for the methanol system 

 

Table 5.5 shows the changes in the SF6 concentration for each sample taken during and after 

hydrate formation. The partial blockage of the sampling line occurred at 5.1o C during 

sampling and hence a large amount of gas was released to a pressure drop of about 67 psi. 

The SF6 molecules were unable to fully recover within 24 hours after the hydrate dissociated 

at 14.3° C. Hence the change in SF6 was still measurable after complete hydrate dissociation, 

indicating signs of hydrate formation at an earlier stage/time. 
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Sample T P Water in 

hydrate 

SF6 Change 

No oC Psig barrel/MMSCF ppm (mole) (% of initial) 

1 20.1 1471 0.0 4.34 0.0 

2 5.1 864 203.6 0.16 96.2 

3 9.4 1083 101.7 0.49 88.8 

4 12.9 1295 26.1 1.48 66.0 

5 13.6 1333 7.7 2.43 44.1 

6 13.9 1346 0.0 2.98 31.3 

7 14.3 1362 0.0 3.98 8.3 

8 14.7 1366 0.0 4.48 -3.1 

9 20.1 1418 0.0 7.11 -63.9 

Table 5.5 Sampling points and changes in the SF6 concentration in vapour phase 

(methanol system) 
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Figure 5.10 Partitioning of SF6 molecules in the natural gas hydrates in the presence of 10 

mass% methanol 

 

 

5.3 RESULT ANALYSIS 
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the gas phase when the system temperature was increased which was likely responsible for 

the complete release of all the SF6 molecules upon dissociation in the 7th and 8th samples in 

the system containing deionised water with condensate and NG-SF6 gas mixture from Table 

5.4. However, being a non-polar gas itself, SF6 has good solubility in non-polar solvents; 

hence at higher temperatures SF6 can become more soluble in organic non-polar solvents, 

which explains the 8.2% change in the final sample in Table 5.4.  

5.3.2 KHI SYSTEM 

In the KHI system, as shown in Table 5.2, SF6 molecules remained in hydrate/aqueous phase 

at 20.6o C (about 4° outside the phase boundary) for several days. 

This is clearly the influence of the KHI in the system; just as it slows down the hydrate 

growth process, the same effect can be said for the hydrate dissociation process, and hence 

the slow release of the SF6 tracer from the hydrate cages/aqueous solution.  

5.3.3 MEG SYSTEM 

For the MEG system, Table 5.3 shows that even more than the initial concentration of the SF6 

at equilibrium, was released upon heating after the hydrate was completely dissociated. The 

slight difference could possibly be caused by a lag in the release of the SF6 molecules from 

the aqueous solution as the dominant hydrocarbons such as methane, ethane and propane are 

released first in large amounts based on their compositions. Hence at 20.7o C, a slight surge 

occurs in the release of SF6 molecules and more are recovered back to the gas phase. Another 

possibility could be due to sampling – such that samples collected from the gas phase during 

the course of the experiment, took more natural gas which had relatively high content of 

hydrocarbon and less SF6 especially when sampling was done inside the hydrate phase 

boundary. 

5.3.4 SALT SYSTEM 

For the salt system, Table 5.1 shows that less amount of hydrate was formed in the system, 

which resulted in the change to the SF6 concentration to be minimal but still very much 

detectable/measurable. However, about 6% of the initial SF6 was not yet recovered at 20.2° C 

for several hours/days. This was inconclusive as the experiment ended at this point, but it was 

established that the salt water in the system was able to retain some SF6 molecules in the 
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aqueous phase for a longer period of time which makes the signs of hydrate formation in the 

system more obvious. 

5.3.5  METHANOL SYSTEM 

Table 5.5 shows that after hydrate dissociation the excessive SF6 concentration difference at 

20.1o C compared to the original at the same temperature before hydrate formation, was 

caused from the second sampling at 5.1° C, because excess gas had to be drained out due to 

partial blockage of the sampling line, which caused a 67 psi reduction in the system pressure. 

At this point, most of the SF6 molecules were already trapped in hydrate cages, hence the 

drastic change to the concentration after complete hydrate dissociation. 

 

5.4 CONCLUSION 

Partitioning behaviour of SF6 in natural gas mixture was further investigated for different 

hydrate systems. They included the Luvicap EG and deionised water system, ethylene glycol 

and deionised water system, methanol and deionised water system, salt water system, and 

condensate and deionised water system. The results show that SF6 took part in the natural gas 

hydrate formation and was able to stay in aqueous phase for lengthy periods of time after 

complete hydrate dissociation in the presence of the KHI and salt. 
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CHAPTER SIX: 

SF6 PARTITIONING TESTS IN HYDROCARBON SYSTEMS AT 

DIFFERENT HYDRATE FORMING CONDITIONS 
 

 

Summary 

This chapter presents analysis of the SF6 partitioning behaviour for situations where hydrate 

formation is restricted due to certain limiting factors and unfavourable conditions present 

but still maintains a possibility of formation. Results are presented for a system having low 

water content which is an important factor in the hydrate formation process and a system 

that can only form structure I (methane) gas hydrates. SF6 was still able to get trapped in 

hydrates at these conditions. 

 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

As a continuation from Chapter Five whereby the partitioning behaviour of the SF6 tracer was 

investigated in various hydrocarbon systems containing chemical additives, this chapter will 

emphasize on further experimental investigations at different conditions for hydrate 

formation.  

It is well known that the presence of water in a pipeline is an important factor/condition for 

hydrates to form. In a pipeline where water content is extremely low in contrast to a large 

volume of the gas phase available, the possible risk of hydrate forming under such conditions 

is still present although unlikely. However, it is still necessary to investigate the changes that 

occur in the gas phase when little amount of hydrate is formed in the pipeline, to find out if 

the SF6 tracer is able to get into very limited quantity of hydrate. Another situation will 

involve the hydrocarbon hydrate structure. We consider a structure I (s-I) hydrate former such 

as methane gas. The SF6 tracer gas forms structure II (s-II) hydrates. With this knowledge, 

investigating the partitioning behaviour of SF6 in a system containing a single s-I forming gas 

in the vapour phase is of significant importance. Hence the SF6 partitioning tests carried out 

for this stage included the following systems: 
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• NG-SF6 + DW (with low water content)  

• CH4-SF6 + DW (s-I hydrate structure)  

 

6.2 APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

As the partitioning behaviour investigation was an ongoing experimental process, the same 

set up for all previous partitioning tests carried out with the kinetic autoclave cell applies for 

these systems as well. Please refer to Chapter Four for the full details of the set-up of the 

experimental apparatus and procedure. However, for each system, noticeable adjustments 

were made to suit the conditions required and to also allow for consistency in each system so 

that accurate comparisons from the results can be made. 

 

6.2.1 LOW WATER CONTENT INVESTIGATION 

About 9.95g of deionised water was measured in a flask cylinder and weighted with a scale 

balance. The deionised water was then poured into the autoclave accounting for the change in 

the volume due to the water droplets on the walls of the flask cylinder; the gas phase was 

approximately 2290 ml in volume. The cell was the vacuumed and NG-SF6 gas mixture was 

injected to a pressure of 926 psig. MEG solution was added to the cooling bath to allow the 

bath to reach further into subzero temperatures. This was necessary to allow for ice to form 

from the water droplets in the system and then be converted into hydrates as the ice is melted.  

After 48 hours, equilibrium conditions were achieved in the system at 20.7o C and 920 psig. 

Due to the low water level in the system, very little gas mixture dissolved in the water. The 

mixing speed was set at 100 rpm. 

 

6.2.2 HYDRATE STRUCTURE INVESTIGATION 

Noticeable changes to this system were the adjustments made for the gas phase. Methane (s-

I) gas and SF6 (s-II) were the only components of the gas phase. Prepared CH4-SF6 gas 

mixture (see Appendix B.4, Table B.5) was injected into the system to a pressure of 13 psig 

and pure CH4 was then injected to a pressure of 1507 psig. Concentration level of SF6 in the 
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system was 14.23 ppm. After equilibrium conditions had been reached, pressure in the cell 

was 1388 psig at 20.2o C. 

 

6.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The findings and observations of the sulphur hexafluoride tracer in systems having specific 

operating conditions is presented in this section. These include a system where structure I gas 

hydrate is the dominant formation and a system where the water content, which is an 

important factor that favours hydrate formation, is extremely low. 

 

6.3.1 PARTITIONING TESTS OF SF6 IN METHANE GAS (S-I) AND 

DEIONISED WATER SYSTEM 

The objective of this experiment was to determine the possibility of the SF6 tracer getting 

trapped in the structure I (methane) hydrate during hydrate formation. After the system had 

been fully set up with all the loading conditions in place, the system was left for more than 24 

hrs to establish equilibrium conditions. The first gas sample was collected at system 

temperature of 20.2o C and then after sampling, the bath temperature was lowered to 3o C to 

form hydrate in the system. Sample collection began from the temperature set for hydrate 

formation at 3o C (4o C cell temperature) and heated back gradually to 20o C. The phase 

diagram of methane in contrast to that of natural gas indicates that the phase boundary shifts 

about 5o to the left. The sampling process is displayed in Figure 6.1 for the methane system. 
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Figure 6.1 Temperature-pressure profile highlighting the sampling points in the SF6 

partitioning test for the methane system 

Sample Temperature Pressure Water in hydrate SF6 Change 

No. oC Psig barrel/MMscf ppm (mole) (%) 

1 20.2 1388 0.0 14.23 0.0 

2 4.1 552 390.3 9.20 35.4 

3 9.6 992 157.3 12.61 11.4 

4 10.6 1098 97.9 12.42 12.8 

5 11.6 1220 27.4 13.08 8.1 

6 12.0 1275 0.0 13.37 6.0 

7 12.3 1299 0.0 13.08 8.1 

8 13.4 1306 0.0 13.47 5.4 

9 20.1 1359 0.0 14.52 -2.0 
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Table 6.1 Sampling points and changes in the SF6 concentration in vapour phase 

(Methane system) 

 

 

Temperature 

(°C): 

Pressure 

(psig): 

Vapour/ 

LHC 

fraction: 

Polar liquid 

fraction: 

Liquid HC 

fraction: 

Hydrate 

structure: 

0 379.762 0.80003 0.19997 -   I 

1 419.065 0.800016 0.199984 -   I 

2 462.519 0.800001 0.199999 -   I 

3 510.632 0.799985 0.200015 -   I 

4 563.991 0.799968 0.200032 -   I 

5 623.28 0.79995 0.20005 -   I 

6 689.296 0.799932 0.200068 -   I 

7 762.976 0.799912 0.200088 -   I 

8 845.429 0.799891 0.200109 -   I 

9 937.969 0.799869 0.200131 -   I 

10 1042.169 0.799846 0.200154 -   I 

11 1159.913 0.799822 0.200178 -   I 

12 1293.462 0.799797 0.200203 -   I 

13 1445.527 0.799771 0.200229 -   I 

14 1619.333 0.799743 0.200257 -   I 

15 1818.669 0.799714 0.200286 -   I 

16 2047.872 0.799684 0.200316 -   I 

17 2311.836 0.799652 0.200348 -   I 

18 2615.71 0.79962 0.20038 -   I 

19 2964.822 0.799586 0.200414 -   I 

20 3364.419 0.799551 0.200449 -   I 

Table 6.2 CH4-SF6 hydrate structure prediction 
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Table 6.2 shows a prediction of the hydrate structure in methane system when 0.1 mole of 

SF6 was added to methane gas. Composition consists of 99.9 moles of methane gas (s-I 

hydrate former) and 0.1 mole of SF6 gas (s-II hydrate former). The prediction table proves 

that the methane system which had an SF6 concentration of 14.23 ppm (mole) did form 

structure I hydrate. 

Table 6.1 shows the analysis of each sample, the results indicate that even in the presence of 

a structure I hydrate former such as methane; it is still possible for the structure II forming 

SF6 tracer to get into hydrate at low temperatures. This point, although in a different context, 

confirms the works of Sugahara et al (2006) and Dyadin et al (2002) regarding the “structure 

transition” of  the SF6 hydrate structure from s-II to s-I hydrate, the difference being that their 

work involved elevated temperature and pressure conditions. Although any relationship to 

their work based on this experiment is unlikely, this analysis has shown that SF6 can also take 

part in structure I hydrate formation at low temperature and pressure conditions.  

Every other temperature step interval produced the expected outcome of results with a 

discrepancy in sample 6 at 12o C where the SF6 concentration reduces after hydrate 

dissociation. This is likely a sampling error/error from the analysis by the GC-ECD in 

interpreting the concentration. The slightly higher concentration of SF6 after hydrate 

dissociation at 20o C is also likely due to sampling. 
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Figure 6.2 Partitioning of SF6 molecules in the Methane gas hydrates 

 

6.3.2 PARTITIONING TEST OF SF6 IN DEIONISED WATER SYSTEM 

CONTAINING LOW WATER TO GAS RATIO 

At this point every test carried out had a large volume of aqueous solutions in the system. For 

example, the methane system had 1700 ml of aqueous solution and 530 ml of gas at 20.2° C 

and 1388 psig; the water to gas ratio was calculated to be 3:1 at the test temperature and 

pressure conditions. In pipelines, the water cut is usually much lower than the amount used in 

the previous tests to this point. To know how the water to gas ratio affects the SF6 

partitioning behaviour, this test was carried out with a much lower water to gas ratio: water. 

9.95 g of water accounted for the total volume of the aqueous phase and the NG-SF6 gas 

mixture accounted for  2290 ml of the gas phase at 20.7° C and 920 psig, hence the calculated 

water to gas ratio was 230:1 at the test temperature and pressure conditions, 75 times smaller 

than most of the previous tests. 
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Due to the low water content in the system, not much of the gas mixture dissolved in the 

water. Hence in order to form gas hydrate, the system was cooled to about -10° C to form ice 

first, which was indicated by temperature spikes due to exothermic process. Then the ice was 

melted and hydrate was formed when the system was heated above 0° C by step heating. The 

magnetic mixer was on to enhance the circulation in the gas phase. 

 

Figure 6.3 Temperature-pressure profile highlighting the sampling points in the SF6 

partitioning test for the low water content system 
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Figure 6.4 Temperature spike indicating ice formation in the system at -9o C and 775 psig 

Figure 6.4 is an insert of Figure 6.3 that zooms in on the temperatures spikes that occur in the 

system at subzero temperatures. This was used to indicate the formation of ice in the system. 

No. T P Water in hydrate SF
6
 Change 

 o

C psig barrel/MMscf ppm (mole) (%) 

1 20.7 920 0.0 4.34 0.0 

2 -0.7 813 0.0 4.11 5.2 

3 2.0 824 2.0 4.05 6.7 

4 14.5 869 14.3 3.97 8.6 

5 14.9 868 17.1 3.95 8.9 

6 15.0 866 19.9 3.95 8.9 

7 15.6 865 0.0 3.94 9.3 

8 16.9 871 0.0 4.28 1.5 

9 20.7 885 0.0 4.29 1.1 

Table 6.2 Changes in the SF6 concentration in vapour phase (low water to gas ratio) 
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Figure 6.5 Partitioning of SF6 molecules in the natural gas hydrate with a low water to 

gas ratio 

 

There was a slight measurable change in the SF6 concentration at -0.7° C, at which point was 

supposed to have only formed ice and the natural gas in the system. Although no noticeable 

change in pressure was observed at that temperature, it is likely that very small quantity of 

natural gas hydrate was formed following the reduction in the SF6 concentration. Otherwise, 

it would be difficult to assume that SF6 molecules went in the ice crystals, as this is not a gas 

hydrate phenomenon. 

 

6.4 RESULT ANALYSIS 

Table 6.1 shows a measurable reduction in the SF6 concentration, indicating that SF6 

molecules (structure II former) took part in the structure I hydrate formation. Compared to 

the other tests with natural gas at similar conditions, it is obvious that less amount of SF6 

went into the methane hydrate. The analysis of the second sample showed that 35.4% of the 

injected SF6 gas went into the methane hydrate (i.e. with 390 bbl/MMscf of water converted 
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into hydrate; only 9.2 ppm of SF6 remained in the gas phase). By contrast to the test for the 

NG-SF6 and deionised water system (Chapter Four), the sixth sample in Table 4.1 showed 

that  about 99% of the injected SF6 was trapped in the natural gas (structure II) hydrate (i.e. 

with 319 bbl/MMscf of water converted into hydrate; only 0.7 ppm of SF6 remained in the 

gas phase).  Of course this can be traced back to the hydrate properties of the SF6 tracer, that, 

although it was trapped in the s-I hydrate cages, it is not a good s-I hydrate former, hence the 

limited amount that was trapped in hydrate from the analysis of the second sample in Table 

6.1. As the system was reheated back to the 20o C by stepwise heating (kept at each 

temperature for at least 24 hours), the SF6 molecules were gradually released from the 

methane hydrate. The reduction in the SF6 concentration was still detectable a few days after 

the methane hydrate dissociated. The SF6 concentration in final Sample at 20.1° C was 

slightly higher than the initial value, which is because relatively more methane gas was 

removed during due to sampling when the methane hydrate was still present in the system. 

Table 6.2 highlights the changes in the SF6 concentration with limited amount of water 

converted into hydrate. In the third sample, for example, 6.7% of the injected SF6 was 

trapped in hydrate when about 2 bbl/MMscf of water was converted into hydrate. This result 

suggests that systems with low water to gas ratio would not affect the applicability of the SF6 

tracer technique for detecting signs of early hydrate formation as long as a certain amount of 

water is converted into gas hydrate per MMscf of gas. Furthermore, while only several 

percentages of the changes to the SF6 concentration was noticeable, it was also interesting 

that the change was a gradual increase process in the SF6 concentration as more water was 

converted into hydrate during heating until reaching the hydrate dissociation point at 15.6° C 

and 865 psig. To try to explain the phenomenon, a scenario was hypothesized such that 

hydrate crusts/shells were formed (during the melting of the initially formed ice) on the 

surface of the ice particles (or water droplets after the ice melted). The hydrate crust, which 

was now wrapped around water/ice from the natural gas, isolated it from completely melting. 

Hence, the heating of the system caused the hydrate crusts to gradually dissociate; making it 

to become more permeable and the trapped ice within the crust melted and was converted 

into hydrate when they came into contact with the NG-SF6 gas mixture in the system. 
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6.5 CONCLUSION 

SF6 partitioning behaviour was tested for structure I hydrate system and low water content 

system. It was found that SF6 (structure II hydrate former) can also get in methane hydrate 

(structure I). Although the amount that gets trapped in hydrate cages is limited, the 

concentration is measurable and this has little effect on the application of the tracer 

technique. 

With low water content in a system, SF6 is able to detect hydrate formation. The low water to 

gas ratio would not affect the applicability of the SF6 tracer technique for detecting signs of 

early hydrate formation as long as a certain amount of water is converted into hydrate per 

MMscf of gas. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: 

MASS BALANCE CALCULATION AND RETENTION TIME OF SF6 
 

Summary 

This chapter explains the variations and the retention time of the tracer concentrations in the 

hydrocarbon systems after the gas hydrates were completely dissociated in reference to the 

previous three chapters. The initial SF6 concentrations in some of the systems investigated at 

equilibrium conditions before hydrate formation showed some irregular patterns and 

inconsistencies, depending on the type of hydrocarbon system, to its concentration after 

hydrate dissociation. 

 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Based on some of the irregularities in the SF6 concentration after hydrate dissociation in the 

last three chapters, a mass balance calculation was carried out to try and explain why the SF6 

concentration in each final sample at approximately 20° C become higher than their initial 

values. This chapter will try to prove if the sampling process is mainly responsible for the 

irregular behaviour in the SF6 concentration. Tables 7.1 to 7.4 present the calculated data of 

the masses of SF6 in the system at various stages during the experiments, as changes occur to 

the SF6 concentration. Four hydrocarbon systems are presented, which are the main cause of 

the discrepancies, to give a better understanding of the changes that occur to the SF6 tracer in 

the system. They include 

 NG-SF6 + DW + NaCl (salt) 

 NG-SF6 + DW + condensate 

 NG-SF6 + DW + methanol 

 CH4-SF6 + DW (sI hydrate structure) 
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7.2 MASS BALANCE CALCULATION ON HYDROCARBON SYSTEMS 

The mass of SF6 and natural gas in the systems were calculated as: 

Mass of SF6 in system = Mass of SF6 in gas phase + Mass of SF6 out (sampling) + Mass of 

SF6 in hydrate/aqueous phase 

And the SF6 concentration calculation based on the mass balance equations (see Appendix 

C.1 for full equation) is given as: 

𝑛𝑆𝐹6(𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒) − Σ𝑛𝑆𝐹6(𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔)

𝑛𝑁𝐺−𝑆𝐹6(𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒) − Σ𝑛𝑁𝐺−𝑆𝐹6(𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔)
 

 

Where nSF6 (gas phase) = Initial moles of SF6 in the gas phase 

 ΣnSF6 (sampling) = Total moles of SF6 out of the system through sampling 

 nNG-SF6 (gas phase) = Initial moles of NG-SF6 gas mixture in the gas phase 

 ΣnNG-SF6 (sampling) = Total moles of NG-SF6 out of the system through sampling 
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7.2.1 METHANOL SYSTEM 

T 

oC 

P 

psig 

SF6 

conc. 

(GC) 

ppm 

SF6 in gas 

phase (10-6) 

g 

SF6 out (in 

Samples) (10-6) 

g 

SF6 in 

aqueous 

and 

hydrate 

phase (10-6) 

g 

SF6 Calculated 

at the end (20o C) 

(ppm) 

20.1 1471 4.34 1746 3.56 -3.56  

5.1 864 0.163 39.1 6.59 1700  

9.4 1083 0.482 147 7.00 1593  

12.9 1295 1.46 536 8.24 1202  

13.6 1333 2.40 907 10.3 830  

13.9 1346 2.96 1129 15.3 602  

14.3 1362 3.94 1519 18.7 210  

14.7 1366 4.43 1708 22.4 15.7  

20.1 1418 7.05 2732 28.2 -1014 4.57 

Table 7.1 Mass balance of SF6 in methanol system 

 

Table 7.1 shows the mass balance of SF6 for the methanol system that was presented in 

Chapter Five. Based on the initial concentration of the tracer, after taking into account the 

loss of SF6 in the samples, the calculated SF6 concentration in the final sample at 20° C was 

4.57 ppm which was slightly higher than the original value. However, the actual 

concentration in the last sample from the analysis is unexpectedly high, which was not fully 

understood. Other than that, sampling error can factor in as well because there were also 

instances were residual SF6 were caught around the internal O-rings of the sample tubes 

which could also impact the GC correlation readings, although it is highly unlikely because 

after each sample tube has been analysed in the GC, it is completely washed, cleaned and 

vacuumed and the O-rings are also all replaced. Overall mass balance for the methanol 

system is shown in Appendix C.1.2. 
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7.2.2 CONDENSATE SYSTEM 

T 

oC 

P 

psig 

SF6 

conc. 

(GC) 

ppm 

SF6 in 

gas 

phase 

(10-6) 

g 

SF6 out (in 

Samples) (10-6) 

g 

SF6 in 

aqueous 

and 

hydrate 

phase (10-6) 

g 

SF6 Calculated 

at the end (20o C) 

(ppm) 

20.8 1144 4.34 1048 2.75 -2.75  

5.4 598 0.192 24 2.83 1021  

10.1 770 0.286 47 3.01 998  

14.9 1036 2.74 618 4.80 425  

16.6 1097 3.89 928 7.34 113  

16.7 1095 4.24 1008 10.10 30  

17.0 1095 4.33 1028 12.92 7  

17.6 1095 4.32 1021 15.72 11  

20.7 1116 3.95 936 18.23 93 4.32 

Table 7.2 Mass balance of SF6 in condensate system 

 

Table 7.2 presents the mass balance for the condensate system. Analysis of the result in 

Chapter Five shows that SF6 was gradually released back to the gas phase as the system was 

heated up. At 17.0o C and 17.6o C, the SF6 concentration level matched the calculated 

concentration at 20o C and was also the same as the initial value with a slight error from the 

GC analysis. When the system temperature reached 20.7° C, the measured SF6 concentration 

became lower than the initial and calculated value, about 93 x 10-6 g of SF6 dissolved back to 

aqueous phase. As explained in Chapter Five, the presence of the condensate increased the 

SF6 solubility in it as compared to deionised water. 
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7.2.3 METHANE GAS AND DEIONISED WATER SYSTEM 

T 

oC 

P 

psig 

SF6 

(GC) 

ppm 

SF6 in gas 

phase 

(10-6 g) 

 

Cumulative 

SF6 

Sampling out 

(10-6 g) 

SF6 in 

aqueous and 

hydrate phase 

(10-6 g) 

 

SF6 Calculated 

at the end (20o C) 

(ppm) 

20.2 1388 14.23 5099 7.35 -7.35  

4.1 552 9.2 1292 14.37 3793  

9.6 992 12.61 3300 24.35 1775  

10.6 1098 12.42 3625 37.55 1437  

11.6 1220 13.08 4276 48.07 776  

12.0 1275 13.37 4571 58.82 470  

12.3 1299 13.08 4563 69.36 469  

13.4 1306 13.47 4714 80.19 305  

20.1 1359 14.52 5086 91.42 -78 14.26 

Table 7.3 Mass balance of SF6 in methane system 

 

Table 7.3 presents the mass balance for the methane system in Chapter Six. The calculated 

SF6 concentration at 20.1° C is 14.26 ppm which was slightly higher than the original, while 

the measured concentration was 14.52 ppm at 20.1° C. Considering a 2% error in the GC 

analysis, the actual measured and the calculated SF6 concentrations are generally agreeable. 
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7.2.4 SALT SYSTEM 

T 

oC 

P 

Psig 

SF6 

(GC) 

ppm 

SF6 in gas 

phase 

(10-6 g) 

 

Cumulative 

SF6 

Sampling out 

(10-6 g) 

SF6 in aqueous 

and hydrate 

phase (10-6 g) 

 

SF6 Calculated 

at the end (20o C) 

(ppm) 

20.3 1021 4.34 1138 3.34 -3.34  

9.9 817 0.371 81 3.54 1054  

13.3 932 2.21 549 5.31 583  

13.8 948 2.77 700 7.53 430  

14.0 954 3.18 809 10.07 319  

14.1 959 3.89 995 13.18 130  

16.0 978 3.89 1006 16.27 116  

20.2 1001 4.03 1043 19.39 75 4.33 

Table 7.4 Mass balance of SF6 in salt system 

 

Table 7.4 presents the mass balance for the salt (NaCl) system from Chapter Five. 

Observations show a slight difference in the calculated SF6 concentration at the end of the 

test by 0.01 ppm lower than the original value which is practically negligible. At the end of 

the test at 20.1° C, the measured concentration is 4.03 ppm, which was 0.3 ppm less than the 

calculated and initial SF6 values. This indicated that the SF6 molecules had not been fully 

released from the hydrate structure in the aqueous phase. 

In conclusion, when gas hydrates were present in the system, sampling did remove relatively 

more of the carrier/dominant gas compositions (such as methane and NG components) and 

less SF6 gas. However, the mass balance calculation demonstrated that the total loss of the 

carrier gas due to sampling resulted in very limited difference to the SF6 concentration of the 

sample analyses. Generally, this difference was less than 1% compared to their initial 

concentrations. 
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7.3 RETENTION TIME OF SF6 IN AQUEOUS PHASE 

It was important to understand why, and how long, the SF6 gas was retained in the aqueous 

phase for the feasibility of SF6 as a tracer. Table 7.5 summarises the results for all the fluid 

systems that have been investigated, including deionised water-NG system, brine-NG system, 

KHI-deionised water-NG system, MEG-deionised water-NG system, MeOH-deionised 

water-NG system, condensate-deionised water-NG system and deionised water-methane 

system. A summary of the salient points include: 

 SF6 was retained in the aqueous phase for at least a few hours after hydrate 

dissociation. 

 The retention time was different depending on the fluid system, mixing strength, and 

the temperature outside the hydrate stability zone. 

 The presence of the KHI (Luvicap EG) and salt substantially prolong the retention 

time of SF6 in the aqueous phase. 

 The presence of methanol and condensate made the sustainability of the SF6 retention 

time weaker against the temperature outside the hydrate stability zone. 
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T 

(oC) 

Degree outside 

HSZ (oC) 

Retention time 

(hrs) 

P 

(psig) 

SF6 in 

aqueous 

phase 

(ppm) 

Water-NG system 

15.8 0 0 902 5.8 

16.7 0.9 10 908 recovered 

MEG-water-NG system 

13.2 0 0 1410 1.04 

14.9 1.7 5.5 1440 0.11 

20.7 7.5 18 1496 recovered 

Methanol-water-NG system 

13.9 0 0 1346 1.34 

14.3 0.4 41.5 1362 0.36 

14.7 0.8 67 1366 recovered 

Brine (5% NaCl)-NG system 

14.1 0 0 959 0.41 

16.0 1.9 18 978 0.41 

20.2 6.1 41 1001 0.27 

Luvicap EG-water-NG system 

16.6 0 0 1154 44.79 

20.3 3.7 63 1291 11.47 

Condensate-water-NG system 

16.6 0 0 1097 0.41 

16.7 0.1 19 1095 0.06 

17.0 0.4 43 1095 Recovered 

Water-methane system 

12.0 0 0 1275 0.86 

12.3 0.3 18 1299 1.15 

13.4 1.4 42 1306 0.76 

20.1 8.0 66 1359 recovered 

Table 7.5 Retention time of SF6 in aqueous phase after hydrate dissociation 
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7.4 EFFECT OF SALT AND METHANOL (THIs) ON THE RETENTION 

TIME OF SF6 

It can been seen that methanol and salt (both thermodynamic inhibitors) have opposite effects 

on the retention time of SF6 in the aqueous phase. This has to do more with the physical 

properties rather than the thermodynamic properties of the inhibitors that tend to have similar 

effects on gas hydrates. However, it is possible that SF6, which is not part of any hydrocarbon 

group, will have different effects from the thermodynamic inhibitors. Methanol which has a 

volatile nature tends to have an effect on the retention time of SF6 in the aqueous phase, in 

contrast, the crystal structure of salt which is similar to hydrates, will tend to retain more SF6 

for longer periods. 

 Tables 7.6 and 7.7 show the repeatability of the analysis of the gas samples in the systems 

containing salt and methanol respectively from the GC readings. The GC readings are 

presented as peak area values before application of the GC correlation to the SF6 

concentration. 

Peak Area Peak Area Peak Area  

Injection 1 Injection 2 Mean Repeatability 

3.66E+05 3.73E+05 3.70E+05 Variable 

3.19E+04 3.18E+04 3.19E+04 V. Good 

1.89E+05 1.90E+05 1.90E+05 V. Good 

2.38E+05 2.38E+05 2.38E+05 V. Good 

3.33E+05 3.37E+05 3.35E+05 OK 

2.74E+05 2.74E+05 2.74E+05 V. Good 

3.31E+05 3.38E+05 3.35E+05 Variable 

3.44E+05 3.50E+05 3.47E+05 OK 

Table 7.6 GC analysis of the SF6 gas samples in the salt system 
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Peak Area Peak Area Peak Area  

Injection 1 Injection 2 Mean Repeatability 

2.90E+05 2.86E+05 2.88E+05 OK 

1.07E+04 1.10E+04 1.09E+04 OK 

3.23E+04 3.23E+04 3.23E+04 V. Good 

9.73E+04 9.87E+04 9.80E+04 Variable 

1.61E+05 1.60E+05 1.61E+05 V. Good 

1.96E+05 1.99E+05 1.98E+05 OK 

2.62E+05 2.65E+05 2.64E+05 OK 

2.94E+05 2.99E+05 2.97E+05 OK 

4.69E+05 4.74E+05 4.72E+05 OK 

Table 7.7 GC analysis of the SF6 gas samples in the methanol system 

7.5 CONCLUSION 

Mass balance calculation was performed for a selection of hydrocarbon systems from the 

previous three chapters. It was demonstrated that the total loss of the carrier gas due to 

sampling resulted in very limited difference to the SF6 concentration of the samples. 

Therefore, removal of excess carrier gas during sampling was not the dominant factor to the 

resulted discrepancies in the SF6 concentrations between the initial and final gas samples in 

most of the experiments. 

The retention time of SF6 molecules in aqueous phase was investigated using the data from 

the previous chapters as well. Depending on the fluid system, mixing strength and the 

temperature outside the hydrate stability zone, any excess quantity of SF6 molecules was able 

to remain in the aqueous phase for at least a few hours after hydrate dissociation. The 

presence of KHI and salt in their respective systems prolonged the retention time of SF6, 

while the presence of methanol and condensate reduced the retention time SF6 at 

temperatures outside the hydrate stability zone. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: 

PRELIMINARY STUDY OF TRACER INJECTION METHODS 
 

 

Summary 

This chapter discusses methods of facilitating the injection of the tracer into flow lines for 

field operations. It looks at some of the existing methods in use and investigates 

experimentally a method of dissolving and saturating the tracer in a transporting fluid 

medium that is regularly used in flow lines. To achieve this, the solubility of SF6 in the 

transporting medium is measured and simulation tests are conducted to determine the 

amount of SF6 that can be transported in to the gas phase of the flow lines based on the 

specified quantity of the transporting medium. 

 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

For tracers that are used at ppm/ppb levels, appropriate injection methods are essential to 

ensure the tracer technique is useful for practical application. Literature searching (Tenkrat, et 

al., 2010) has showed that there are some existing techniques that are exclusive to odorant 

injection into gas pipelines. In addition, it is known that different chemical additives are 

currently injected into pipelines in the oil and gas industry. In field operations, ppm levels of 

scale inhibitors and corrosion inhibitors are usually injected into the pipelines to prevent scale 

and corrosion build up and this angle will be explored by investigating the feasibility of 

injecting the SF6 tracer along with the one of these inhibitors to make the technique more cost 

effective. 
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8.2 EXISTING TECHNIQUES 

A variety of odorant injection techniques are used in industrial odorizing systems (Tenkrat, et 

al., 2010). It may be possible to incorporate some of these techniques for injection of the SF6 

hydrate detection tracer under examination. As an example, two such systems are described 

here. 

 

8.2.1 BY-PASS SYSTEMS 

This is one of the most widely used odorant injection techniques (Figure 8.1) in the industry. 

By strangling the mainstream of natural gas in the pipeline using an orifice, Venturi tube, 

slide or ram pipe; the flow is diverted into the odorant tank. In the odorant tank the diverted 

flow gas is saturated with the odorant vapour and then returned to the gas mainstream. 

Odorant dosage can be adjusted by controlling the strangling pressure of the natural gas 

stream. 

 

 

Figure 8.1 OdorEyes is a pulse by-pass-based odorizer provided by Haldatec (Austria) 
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8.2.2 PNEUMATICALLY DRIVEN PUMP-BASED TECHNIQUE 

Odorant is injected into natural gas stream by a pneumatic metering pump and the dosage is 

controlled by a programmed electronic system on the basis of gas flow data. Figure 8.2 shows 

the schematic diagram of a pneumatically driven odorant injection system. 

 

Figure 8.2 Schematic diagram of a pneumatically driven odorant injection system 

 

 

8.3 SUGGESTED TECHNIQUE – FEASIBILITY OF INJECTING SF6 

TRACER ALONG WITH A CORROSION INHIBITOR 

Another method would be to inject the SF6 tracer along with a chemical inhibitor which is 

usually injected into the pipeline to prevent/reduce the risks of hydrate formation and 

blockage as well as any other flow assurance issues. For this investigation, a corrosion 

inhibitor was decided upon as the transporting medium. With this method, it will become 

possible to make the trace technique cost effective because no expense will be made for 

obtaining any equipment to facilitate the injection process if the SF6 tracer is injected along 

with a corrosion inhibitor. The theory will be such that the corrosion inhibitor, saturated with 

the SF6 gas, will transport the SF6 tracer into the pipeline where it will enter into the gas 

phase, and this depends heavily on the solubility of SF6 in the corrosion inhibitor. 

Technically, a poor solubility profile will lead to higher injection dosage of corrosion 
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inhibitor to allow for the injection method to work; conversely a good solubility profile will 

prove to be cost effective as little dosage of corrosion inhibitor will be required for the task. 

In the first attempt, a commercial corrosion inhibitor (CI) (Cortron CK988-G, supplied by 

Champion Technologies) was used to investigate the feasibility of SF6 injection along with a 

corrosion inhibitor. 

 

 

8.4 SOLUBILITY MEASUREMENT 

Initial experimental tests were carried out to determine the solubility of SF6 in water using an 

indirect experimental method. The method consists of a 32.2 cm3 tube cylinder with a mixing 

ball in it and a pressure transducer attached to one of the inlet valves at the top, to monitor the 

pressure changes in the cell. A temperature gauge was used to measure the temperature in the 

cell and a mechanical mixer was used to facilitate precise mixing between both phases in the 

cylinder. This method for measuring solubility is based on partial pressure drop in the 

cylinder. 

 

8.4.1 METHODOLOGY 

Ashton et al (1968) experimentally determined the solubility of SF6 and other gaseous 

fluorine compounds in water for a range of temperatures between 0 – 50° C at atmospheric 

pressure. In a similar way, the solubility of SF6 in the corrosion inhibitor was determined 

using the equation of state. 

𝑖. 𝑒.  𝑃𝑉 = 𝑛𝑅𝑇 

Where n = Mole of SF6 in the gas phase 

 Ideal gas equation of state was applied because the experimental pressure was less than 290 

psi. The measured solubility was reported as a mass fraction because the molecular weight 

(chemical formula) of the corrosion inhibitor was not disclosed. Hence: 

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 % =
𝑀𝑆𝐹6

− 𝑀𝑆𝐹6𝑔

(𝑀𝑆𝐹6
− 𝑀𝑆𝐹6𝑔) + 𝑀𝑙

× 100 
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Where MSF6g = Mass of SF6 in gas phase 

            MSF6 = Mass of SF6 (measured) 

           Ml = Mass of aqueous medium 

MSF6g is given by: 

𝑀𝑆𝐹6𝑔 = 𝑛 × 146.06𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙 

8.4.2 APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

The apparatus consisted of a 32.2 cm3 tube cylinder with a mixing ball in it. A detachable 

pressure transducer is fitted to the inlet of the tube cylinder to measure the pressure changes 

in the cell. A temperature gauge was used to measure the temperature in the cell and an 

electric-powered mechanical mixer was used for facilitating mixing (Figure 8.4). The mass of 

the solution and SF6 were measured using an electronic scale balance. The temperature and 

pressure were monitored as the SF6 gradually dissolved in the aqueous solution. To ensure 

measurable pressure changes, the test cylinder was filled with the aqueous solution to within 

1 to 2 ml remaining of its total volume to accommodate the SF6 gas. 

 

Figure 8.3 Picture of solubility experimental apparatus 

A detachable pressure transducer head, that records the pressure drop in the cylinder, was 

attached to an empty cylinder at the inlet and weighted together along with a mixing ball in 

the cylinder. By doing this, the mass of the cylinder was determined. The cylinder, with the 

Detachable Transducer head 
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attached pressure transducer head, was then completely filled with water and weighted again. 

This was necessary to be able to calculate the total volume of the gas and the liquid in the 

cylinder. Afterwards, the dead volume in the pressure transducer and the volume in the valve 

fittings are left empty to accommodate the injected gas. Hence, by filling the cylinder with 

the required solution and weighting it, the mass of the gas and aqueous solution as well as 

volume occupied was determined. This was carried out at the beginning of each experiment 

as there was the possibility of slight variations in the volume of the aqueous solution after 

preparation and vacuuming. After the cylinder has been vacuumed, the pressure in the cell is 

recorded. The next step was to weight and record the volume of the aqueous solution as 

previously explained. Pure SF6 gas was then injected into the cylinder to the specified 

pressure value and the pressure drop within the first few minutes was monitored and recorded 

because SF6 rapidly dissolved in the aqueous solution. This gradually became a much slower 

process and the time length for the monitoring and recording was increased to a maximum of 

2 hours. 

The maximum pressure of SF6 injected into the cylinder was about 290 psi (this reference 

was applied for all tests carried out onwards), initial pressure in cylinder was about -11 psi 

after vacuuming. After a few minutes, the pressure transducer cord was disconnected from its 

transducer head that was still attached to the cylinder and the mechanical mixer was switched 

on to commence the test which rotated the cylinder in a clockwise manner. The speed of the 

mixer was controlled to allow for proper and precise mixing between the SF6 gas and 

aqueous solution. At specific time intervals, the mechanical mixer was stopped and the 

pressure transducer cord was reconnected to its attached head on the cylinder inlet valve and 

the pressure reading was recorded. After which the pressure transducer cable was 

disconnected once again and the mechanical mixer was restarted. This process was 

continually repeated for longer time intervals until there was no longer any pressure drop 

displayed from the readings in the cylinder, indicating that the aqueous solution was saturated 

with the SF6 gas, thereby confirming the solubility of the SF6 gas. During the process, a 

temperature probe was placed on the cylinder at specific time intervals to record the 

temperature (room). After the each pressure test, the cylinder was weighted again to 

determine the volume that was occupied by SF6 including its mass. 
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8.4.3 MEASURED SF6 SOLUBILITY 

The tests were conducted at room temperature with at initial pressures of 287, 197, 151, 102 

and 40 psig to determine the SF6 solubility in the corrosion inhibitor at different pressure 

conditions. As a method of validating the experimental set-up and the test method, a 

preliminary test was carried out; this involved determining the SF6 solubility in water. 

Obtained results were then compared against the data published by Ashton (1968). To 

determine the dependence of the SF6 solubility on the corrosion inhibitor (CI) concentration, 

three tests were conducted for the aqueous solutions; 100 mass% pure CI, 50 mass% CI 

mixed with deionised water and 10 mass% CI mixed with deionised water. 

The corrosion inhibitor used for the measurement was Cortron CK988-G which was supplied 

by Champion Technologies. No details were given about the type of CI, however based on 

the properties and nature of the fluid, it is an oil-based type CI from the information provided 

on the safety data sheet where solubility in water was dispersable and soluble in organic 

solvent. 

 

 

8.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the solubility of sulphur hexafluoride in deionized water and the tested 

corrosion inhibitor is presented here. Comparison of the water solubility test was made with 

the work done by Ashton et al (1968) in figure 8.4 and a complete comparison of all 

measurements were presented in figure 8.11. 

 

8.5.1 SF6 SOLUBILITY IN WATER 

For the initial test, about 287 psi of SF6 was injected into the cylinder containing water. 

Pressure readings were collected based on time intervals. This was also done for the other 

ranges of pressure at room temperature. Table 8.1 shows the solubility of SF6 in water at 

different pressure ranges expressed in mole fraction and mass fraction.  
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Temperature Initial Pressure Final Pressure Mole fraction Mass % 

oC Psig psig x 10-6 (ppm)  

20.3 287 271 183 0.148 

18.3 197 177 195 0.158 

18.4 151 142 138 0.112 

20.6 102 84 91.8 0.074 

20.5 40 37 45.4 0.37 

Table 8.1 SF6 solubility in water at different pressures 

The experimental results further confirmed the poor solubility of SF6 in water. The work 

done by Ashton (1968), measured the solubility of SF6 in water, at atmospheric pressure and 

20° C, to be 4.25 ppm. Figure 8.4 shows a comparison between this work and the work done 

by Ashton. It can be seen that the SF6 solubility in water linearly increases as the pressure 

increases. 

According to Bullister et al. 2002, the solubility of a gas dissolved in water may also be 

represented by the modified Henry’s law equation as: 

𝐶∗ = 𝐾0 ∙ 𝑓 ∙ 𝑒
[
(1−𝑃)∙�̅�

𝑅∙𝑇
]
 

Where C* = equilibrium concentration of the gas (mol 1-1) 

 Ko = fugacity equilibrium constant (mol l-1 atm-1) 

 �̅� = partial molar volume (64 cm3 mol-1 for SF6) 
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Figure 8.4 SF6 solubility in water at different pressures 

 

8.5.2 SF6 SOLUBILITY IN PURE CORROSION INHIBITOR 

Similar pressure ranges comparable with the water solubility test were used to allow for 

consistency and clearer representation of results. As stated earlier, data relating to the 

molecular weight of the corrosion inhibitor was not disclosed; hence solubility of SF6 in the 

corrosion inhibitor was measured in mass fraction. 
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Temperature Initial Pressure Final Pressure Mass % 

oC psig psig  

18.1 285 96 6.92 

19.6 197 54 5.16 

19.5 169 40 4.54 

19.5 104 22 2.99 

18.0 32 2 1.11 

Table 8.2 SF6 solubility in pure corrosion inhibitor at different pressures 

 

Results from Table 8.2 show that SF6 had good solubility in the CI. Almost all the SF6 gas 

was dissolved in the corrosion inhibitor when the initial pressure of 32 psi of the gas was 

injected into the cylinder. Even at the highest initial pressure, more than 150 psi pressure was 

dropped after the SF6 gas dissolved in the corrosion inhibitor. This proved that SF6 had good 

solubility in the pure concentrated corrosion inhibitor. 

 

Figure 8.5 SF6 solubility in pure corrosion inhibitor at different pressures 
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Figure 8.5 shows a slightly linear increase in the solubility of SF6 with increase in pressure. A 

high mass% shows a good measure of SF6 solubility in a corrosion inhibitor. Reference was 

made to the fact that, although having slight variations in all the experimental set-ups and 

concentrations, the volume of the aqueous solution was approximately kept constant. This 

was important to note, because higher aqueous volumes, to some extent, give better solubility 

results. 

 

8.5.3 SF6 SOLUBILITY IN 50% CORROSION INHIBITOR DILUTED 

WITH DEIONISED WATER 

The preparation of the mixture was done differently. Amount of water required was weighted 

and loaded into the cylinder, after which the corrosion inhibitor was loaded into the cylinder. 

This was the method used for the aqueous mixture preparation. The method used for this 

concentration especially was effective because a proper mixture of the corrosion inhibitor and 

water would have made it very difficult to load into the cylinder as thick foams from the 

mixture formed when prepared separately. 

Temperature Initial Pressure Final Pressure Mass % 

oC psig psig  

19.2 286 141 2.73 

20.1 192 85 2.28 

20.7 153 61 1.75 

19.6 123 42 1.54 

19.7 52 17 0.70 

Table 8.3 SF6 solubility in 50% corrosion inhibitor at different pressures 
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Figure 8.6 SF6 solubility in 50% corrosion inhibitor at different pressures 

 

When deionised water was mixed with the corrosion inhibitor, it had a negative effect on the 

SF6 solubility. This was mainly due to the fact that SF6 generally is poorly soluble in water. 

More than half of the solubility of SF6 in the pure corrosion inhibitor was dropped when 

mixed with deionised water as shown in Table 8.3. Addition of deionised water greatly 

reduced the SF6 solubility and this raises the need for implementing technical procedures if 

water is used as a solvent on injection into pipelines. 

 

8.5.4 SF6 SOLUBILITY IN 10% CORROSION INHIBITOR DILUTED 
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The same method employed for the previous concentration preparation was also used for this 
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Temperature Initial Pressure Final Pressure Mass % 

oC psig psig  

18.5 285 221 0.65 

18.6 196 147 0.51 

19.8 148 109 0.41 

18.0 95 63 0.34 

19.4 51 34 0.18 

Table 8.4 SF6 solubility in 10% corrosion inhibitor at different pressures 

 

 

Figure 8.7 SF6 solubility in 10% corrosion inhibitor at different pressures 
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8.5.5 CORROSION INHIBITOR MISCIBILITY WITH DEIONISED 

WATER 

The experimental investigation also helped to investigate the miscibility of the corrosion 

inhibitor with deionised water. Small mixtures of the diluted concentrations of the corrosion 

inhibitor with deionised water were properly made and observed over specific time intervals 

to monitor the changes between the two liquids when mixed together. Figures 8.8, 8.9 and 

8.10 show observed pictorial evidence that the corrosion inhibitor was sparsely miscible with 

deionised water. Slight emulsion formed after 3 hours in Figure 8.9 between the water-CI at 

the interface. This also depended on the amount of volume of both liquid mediums. 

  

Figure 8.8 After immediate mixing  Figure 8.9  After 3 hours 
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Figure 8.10  After 48 hours 

Figures 8.8 – 8.10 Changes observed between both fluid mediums for 50% and 10% of 

corrosion inhibitor 
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8.5.6 COMPARISON OF RESULTS 

Figure 8.11 shows a comparison of all solubility test results in different concentrations of the 

CI and deionised water. SF6 showed significantly higher solubility in the pure CI. As SF6 is 

poorly soluble in water, the use of water to dilute the other concentrations also caused the 

solubility to reduce. Hence, in this case, depending on the solvent required for corrosion 

inhibitors, SF6 solubility in the corrosion inhibitor was highly affected. 

 

Figure 8.11  Comparison of the measured SF6 solubility in deionised water and the 

different concentrations of the corrosion inhibitor 

 

 

8.5.7 CONCLUSION 
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8.6 CORROSION INHIBITOR SIMULATION INVESTIGATION 

For this continued investigation, simulation tests of SF6 with a corrosion inhibitor were 

carried out experimentally. The aim of the simulation test was to determine the amount of SF6 

that can get into the gas phase of a pipeline transported via the supplied corrosion inhibitor 

when saturated with the SF6. For more validity and authenticity in the results, the corrosion 

inhibitors (CIs) used in the investigation were supplied by one of the project sponsors along 

with their method of injection into the pipelines - CI1 and CI2 (names of the CI were not 

allowed to be disclosed). The processes were recreated in the laboratory with the inclusion of 

SF6 as the tracer. The success of this method also depends heavily on how soluble the SF6 

tracer is in the CI at atmospheric conditions.  

 

8.6.1 APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

For the CI-SF6 simulation test, the kinetic autoclave set-up was used to carry out the 

investigation. This is the same as the one described in Chapter Four. Please refer to Chapter 

Four for the fully detailed description of the experimental apparatus.  

A brief explanation of the method employed by the suppliers of the CIs – Methanol (95% 

methanol & 5% water) is bunkered into a methanol storage tank and operators are instructed 

to add around 2% corrosion inhibitor by volume. The addition is done manually by gravity 

hence the accuracy of the treatment is very low. The corrosion inhibitor mixes with the 

methanol and is then carried by the methanol through the umbilical to the subsea wellhead. 

Regular residual samples are taken for measuring CI concentration. The most recent range of 

CI in the methanol was between 0.8% and 6.3% with an average of around 3.4%. This 

ensures sufficient corrosion protection in the produced fluids. The received produced fluids 

arrive at the allocated designation and residual CI samples are collected there. The latest CI 

concentration range was from a minimum of 23 ppm to a maximum of 9100 ppm. This 

mainly depended on how much water that was produced from the wells and how much CI the 

methanol actually carries or if the methanol is actually injected. Hence this system generates 

a wider range of results. Based on the method of application of the supplied CIs in field 

operations, the CIs were mixed with methanol and injected into the cylinder. 
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Prior to any chemical injection, the autoclave cell is loaded with most of the required amount 

of aqueous solution, then sealed and vacuumed. The CI saturated with SF6 at ambient 

conditions is then injected into the cell, after which the required amount of methanol is 

immediately injected as well. This method of injection was done to prevent any loss of SF6 

from the direct mixture with methanol and the CI-SF6 before it is injected into the autoclave. 

Finally, the remaining aqueous solution is injected into the cell to wash off any of the 

chemicals on the walls of the injection line. After all the necessary fluids have been injected, 

the autoclave is then pressurized with natural gas and the magnetic stirrer is turned on to 

initiate mixing. 

The system is kept overnight at 20o C cooling bath temperature and a gas sample is collected 

the following day. The bath temperature is then reduced to 2.5o C and left overnight again to 

stabilize the hydrate formation process. Another gas sample is collected the following day. 

The reason for collecting samples at these conditions is because of the assumption that; first, 

the tracer is transported into the flow line at equilibrium conditions before any hydrate 

formation and hence the tracer concentration in the gas phase is determined. Second, seabed 

temperatures lower than 4o C are favourable conditions where hydrates are likely to form and 

hence the amount of tracer trapped in hydrate is determined. This procedure was repeated for 

the entire investigation with slight differences owing to the conditions required for each of 

the conducted experiments. 

 

Two corrosion inhibitors were supplied and a total of 6 simulation tests were carried out. The 

hydrocarbon systems simulated included: 

 Test 1 – NG + 5 mass% NaCl + 3 mass% Methanol + 0.08 mass% CI1-SF6 + DW  

 Test 2 – NG + 5 mass% NaCl + 0.08 mass% CI1-SF6 + DW - 

 Test 3 – NG + 1 mass% condensate + 3 mass% Methanol + 0.08 mass% CI1-SF6 + 

DW  

 Test 4 – NG + 1 mass% condensate + 0.08 mass% CI1-SF6 + DW  

 Test 5 – NG + 5 mass% NaCl + 3 mass% Methanol + 0.08 mass% CI2-SF6 + DW  

 Test 6 – NG + 1 mass% condensate + 3 mass% Methanol + 0.08 mass% CI2-SF6 + 

DW  
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The purpose behind these tests was to determine the effect of chemical additives on the CI-

SF6 concentration. At field operations various chemicals are present within the produced 

water from the wells and their effect on the application of this injection method is important. 

The concentrations of the CIs and methanol were prepared relative to the amount injected at 

the field operations as described above. 

The total volume of the fluid was 1700ml and the total amount of injected inhibitors 

(methanol and CI) was 60ml. The autoclave was pressurized with natural gas to a pressure of 

1500 psig for all the systems investigated 

 

8.6.2 EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

Figure 8.12 shows the temperature pressure profile and the point of sampling for the 

simulation test. As mentioned earlier the first sample is taken at equilibrium conditions and 

the final sample is taken after hydrate formation has take place in the system. 

 

Figure 8.12 Typical temperature-pressure profile and sampling points in the SF6 injection 

simulation tests 
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8.7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Two commercial corrosion inhibitors were tested. It was advised that these corrosion 

inhibitors were to be injected by mixing 2 mass% of the corrosion inhibitor with 95 mass% 

methanol (containing about 5 mass% water). Hence, a calculated amount of methanol was 

also injected into the system. Six simulation tests were conducted and three of them were 

conducted in the presence of condensate to understand the effect of oil (light) on the 

feasibility of the SF6 injection method. Table 8.5 presents the fluid compositions in each test. 

Total volume of the aqueous solution was kept constant at 1700 ml for all the simulation 

tests. 

 

 

Test no. NG-water system with 

 

T (oC) P (psig) SF6 (ppm) 

Test 1 CI-1 = 635 ppmw 

5% NaCl, 3% MeOH 

 

20.7 

4.6 

1496 

842 

1.40 

0.35 

Test 2 CI-1 = 635 ppmw 

5% NaCl 

 

20.8 

4.8 

1469 

724 

1.02 

0.66 

Test 3 CI-1 = 565 ppmw 

1% condensate, 3% MeOH 

 

20.8 

4.4 

1443 

633 

1.18 

0.28 

Test 4 CI-1 = 635 ppmw 

1% condensate 

 

20.8 

4.8 

1515 

545 

1.25 

0.21 

Test 5 CI-2 = 635 ppmw 

5% NaCl, 3% MeOH 

 

20.8 

4.6 

1478 

841 

1.12 

0.73 

Test 6 CI-2 = 635 ppmw 

1% condensate, 3%MeOH 

 

20.8 

4.6 

1484 

1484 

1.02 

0.80 

Table 8.5 Results of simulation tests: fluid compositions, sampling conditions, and 

measured SF6 concentrations in gas phase 
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Figure 8.13 Measured SF6 concentrations, brought into the system by the injected 

corrosion inhibitors 

 

Figure 8.13 shows the graphical representation for all the tests carried out with the autoclave 

set-up. The results show that the concentration levels of SF6, which was transported to the gas 
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calculated concentration levels of SF6 in the gas phase would be in parts per billion, which 
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phase of Test 1 in comparison to Test 2 at 20o C as shown in Table 8.5. More so, the amount 

of SF6 trapped in the hydrate cages at lower temperatures (4o C) was higher in Test 1 as well. 

However in Test 3 and Test 4, the situation is reversed.  The analysis show that, with multiple 

fluid compositions present in the system, the presence of salt and condensate most likely had 
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Test 5 and Test 6 were conducted for the same conditions as Test 1 and Test 3, but with CI2 

as the SF6 transporting inhibitor. Results show that the CI was also able to transport ppm 

levels of the SF6 to the gas phase of the system. 

In Figure 8.13 , the bar chart in blue represents the samples taken before cooling at 20 oC, 

while those in red represent the samples taken after hydrate formation at 4 oC. The results of 

the investigation were summarised as follows: 

 Injection of 635 ppm corrosion inhibitors brought more than 1 ppm of SF6 into the 

vapour phase. The presence of methanol, salt, and condensate did not result in any 

drastic reduction in the concentration of the injected SF6 in gas phase. 

 Hydrate formation trapped at least 20% of the SF6 from the gas phase, which resulted 

in hundreds in ppb decrease in the SF6 concentration. 

 In Tests 5 and 6, with the second corrosion inhibitor, obviously less SF6 went in 

hydrate. This may infer that the partitioning behaviour of SF6 molecules was also 

affected by the corrosion inhibitor to some extent. However, the change in SF6 

concentrations was always detectable by the GC with an ECD. 

 

 

8.8 ASSESSMENT OF FEASIBILITY OF SF6 INJECTION ALONG WITH 

CORROSION INHIBITORS 

Based on the results of the simulation tests, the feasibility of SF6 injection along with 

corrosion inhibitors was estimated with a calculation process. For a general estimate, the 

injection conditions and calculations were as follows: 

Calculation for the SF6 concentration in gas phase at 1atm 

SF6 solubility (20o C, 1atm) in: 

CI1 = 0.1039 mass%       

CI2 = 0.0587 mass% 

Assuming  water: gas ratio = 6.5 bbl/MMscf 
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Sensitivity of GC-ECD = 1 ppb 

And  CI concentration = 635 ppm (mass) 

1 Barrel [US, Dry] = 115.6271236 Liters 

1 scf (at STP) = 1.198 moles 

Molecular weight of NG = 18.2 g/mol 

Mass of CI (g) required for 6.5 bbl of water with 635 ppm CI 

𝐶𝐼𝑔 =
𝑏𝑏𝑙 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 × 115.63 𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠 × 1000𝑔 × 635 𝑝𝑝𝑚

106
 

→
6.5 × 115.63 𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠 × 1000𝑔 × 635 𝑝𝑝𝑚

106
= 477.3𝑔 

Mass of SF6 in injected CI  

→
𝑆𝐹6 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝐶𝐼𝑥 × 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝐼

100
 

Where x = CI1 or CI2 

Hence for CI1 

→
0.1039 × 477.3

100
= 0.496 𝑔 

For CI2 

→
0.0587 × 477.3

100
= 0.280 𝑔 

Therefore, the injected SF6 makes SF6 level in scf gas as: 

→
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝐹6 (𝑔)

1.198 (𝑚𝑜𝑙) × 106 × 18.2 (
𝑔

𝑚𝑜𝑙
)

× 109 
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For CI1 

  

→
0.496 (𝑔)

1.198 (𝑚𝑜𝑙) × 106 × 18.2 (
𝑔

𝑚𝑜𝑙
)

× 109 = 22.75 𝑝𝑝𝑏 

For CI2 

→
0.280 (𝑔)

1.198 (𝑚𝑜𝑙) × 106 × 18.2 (
𝑔

𝑚𝑜𝑙
)

× 109 = 12.84 𝑝𝑝𝑏 

 

The calculation demonstrated that, if the water to gas ratio was 6.5 barrel/MMscf in a 

pipeline, injection of 635 ppm (in mass) of the corrosion inhibitor could bring the SF6 into the 

pipeline and this will lead to 1 ppb (in mole) of SF6 in the vapour phase. In other words, 

injection of 635 ppm of the corrosion inhibitor could result in GC-detectable concentrations 

of SF6 as long as there is 6.5 barrel of water per MMscf gas in a pipeline. 

 

8.9 CONCLUSION 

The feasibility of injecting SF6 with corrosion inhibitors was preliminarily investigated. It 

was found that the solubility of SF6 in a commercial corrosion inhibitor was about 100 times 

higher than that in water. This could be used to facilitate SF6 injection for detecting early sign 

of hydrate formation in pipelines. 

Injection of 635 ppm corrosion inhibitors could bring more than 1 ppm of SF6 into the 

system. Hence, injection of SF6 along with corrosion inhibitors could be a feasible option for 

SF6 injection in the presence of salt, methanol, and condensate. 

Unfortunately, every detail and specifications of the tested CIs were confidential; therefore 

the particular specifications of the CI could not be disclosed. However, the CI was known to 

be water based type. Since the results were specific to field operations conditions, and due to 

the general nature of the CI, it could be considered as a generalized result, at least for water-

based type. 
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CHAPTER NINE: 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 

 

Summary 

A summary of the research is presented. The contributions brought about by the research, to 

the development of hydrate early warning detection systems are presented. Finally, the 

limitations and the scope for further development of the tracer technique are presented. 

 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

A review of the contributions to research aimed at developing a tracer technique for detecting 

early signs of hydrate formation in pipelines has been presented. It involved the introduction 

of a non-intrusive hydrate forming compound, which does not exist in the hydrocarbon 

system and is detectable at very low concentrations as a potential tracer. The research project 

was part of a joint industry project focused on developing hydrate safety margin monitoring 

and early detection systems. From the review, hypotheses were generated that examined the 

general purpose of the research. Analysis of the technique showed high potential for 

commercial use in the industry.  

 

9.2 MAIN CONCLUSIONS 

The development of the tracer technique took into consideration the chemical properties of 

the selected tracer and their behavioural patterns when partitioned in hydrocarbon systems. 

The use of the autoclave experimental set-up proved vital in representing real time field 

operations in the laboratory. The result method, which became the foundation of the 

subsequently introduced methods, was a flexible framework which was capable of simulating 

various pipeline scenarios as well as atmospheric conditions. 

In Chapter Four, the tracer technique was investigated in a deionised water and natural gas 

system. The SF6 tracer gas got trapped in hydrates and the sensitivity of the tracer proved its 

potential as an early warning detection tracer. A hysteresis phenomenon was observed in the 
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system, which showed a lag in the recovery of the SF6 gas, as it was released from the 

aqueous phase with increase in temperature. This can also indicate that hydrate formation and 

dissociation has already taken place in the system. Hence monitoring devices can notice the 

change in the SF6 concentration in contrast to its concentration at equilibrium conditions. 

In Chapter Five, chemical additives were introduced, each having a separate hydrocarbon 

system containing natural gas and SF6 mixture. These chemical additives act as inhibitors to 

the hydrate formation process. Thermodynamic hydrate inhibitors and kinetic hydrate 

inhibitors prevent and slow down the hydrate growth process in the system respectively. SF6 

was partitioned in systems containing Luvicap EG, ethylene glycol, salt, methanol and 

condensate (light oil). Taking into consideration that produced fluids from reservoirs contain 

various chemicals, other than the abundant oil and gas, a conclusion was made that the 

chemical additives had relatively no effect on the applicability of the proposed technique. 

A situation whereby the conditions for hydrate formation in a system/pipeline are extremely 

limited was presented in Chapter Six. A case of very limited water content and abundance of 

gas is likely to have little or no hydrate formation. Another case whereby the produced gas 

consists mainly of structure I hydrate formers, which makes the application of the tracer 

technique a liability, because the selected tracer (SF6), is a structure II hydrate former. Hence 

experimental investigations were carried out in two distinct hydrocarbon systems: the first, 

containing a low water content and large gas volume; while the other, a system containing 

methane gas and deionised water. The low water to gas ratio did not affect the applicability of 

the SF6 tracer technique for detecting signs of early hydrate formation as long as a certain 

amount of water was converted into hydrate per MMscf of gas. In the other system, although 

the amount of SF6, which got trapped in hydrate cages, was limited, the concentration was 

measurable and the system composition had little effect on the application of the tracer 

technique. 

 

9.3 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS 

A new injection method for in the SF6 tracer into flow lines was investigated in Chapter 

Eight. Successful analysis of this method proved to be cost effective because no additional 

equipment is required for injection into pipelines. It involved injecting the SF6 along with a 

commercial corrosion inhibitor by saturating the CI with the SF6 and transporting it into the 
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gas phase of the system/pipeline via regular means. This theory depended heavily on the 

solubility of the SF6 tracer in the corrosion inhibitor. 

Hence solubility measurements and simulation tests with SF6 in the CI were investigated 

experimentally. When SF6 was dissolved in Cortron-k98, it was 100 times more soluble in the 

CI than in water. The simulation tests demonstrated that a few ppm of CI, saturated with the 

SF6, could also transport ppm levels of the tracer into the gas phase of the system, which was 

detectable with a GC-ECD. 

The application of this technique will target gas and condensate fields, and the ability to get 

into structure I gas hydrates gives the SF6 tracer gas an advantage, especially in reservoirs 

that primarily produce methane gas and nitrogen. This means that situations where both s-I 

and s-II gas hydrates can occur, the tracer technique will be very suitable for detecting early 

signs of hydrate formation in the system/pipeline. 

 

9.4 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The availability of online monitoring devices for this application might not be present.  The 

tracer technique is aimed at detecting early hydrate formation so that real-time monitoring of 

the SF6 concentration will be preferred for in-situ application eventually. 

Most of the properties and conditions of the tracer technique have been investigated 

extensively in the laboratory. Hence, next stage will require implementing the technique in a 

field trial operation to examine its performance in real time situations. Further partitioning 

tests are planned for reduced SF6 concentrations to within a few ppb in level to test its 

sensitivity and detection accuracy at such concentrations. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A 

A.1 HYDRATE STABILITY ZONE MEASUREMENT TEST 

ProServ vessel volume = 300 ml 

Actual vessel volume for test = 300 – 241.22 = 59 ml after injecting DW 

Hence a volume 241.22 ml of water was behind the piston. 

About 45 ml DW was injected for hydrate formation     

Thermal probe calibrated using Prema (SN.1028) and Δt = 0.50 oC was corrected. 

Quartzdyne pressure transducer – P = 11.51 psia and 3.2 psi needs to be added to the pressure 

readings. 

A.1.1 R-152A HSZ TEST 1 

RUN – 2  

T (oC) P (psig) 

0.90 18.22 

14.04 61.68 

14.56 61.76 

14.72 61.61 

14.84 61.35 

14.94 61.16 

15.02 61.20 

15.02 61.19 

20.22 71.34 

Table A.1 Measured dissociation points 
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RUN – 3 

T (oC) P (psig) 

0.88 18.14 

12.54 54.90 

13.04 57.46 

13.22 58.17 

13.56 58.19 

13.64 58.13 

13.74 57.97 

13.82 57.83 

13.90 57.69 

14.04 57.59 

14.36 57.73 

14.42 57.72 

14.54 57.75 

20.46 65.77 

20.44 65.28 

20.46 64.75 

Table A.2 Final run – dissociation points achieved at 13.22o C and 58.17 psig 
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A.1.2 R-152A HSZ TEST 2 

RUN – 1 

T (oC) P (psig) 

0.90 17.23 

5.52 25.32 

8.50 34.28 

10.52 42.45 

11.04 44.79 

11.54 46.73 

12.06 48.58 

12.56 50.38 

13.04 51.40 

13.54 53.54 

14.04 54.99 

20.48 59.38 

Table A.3 Measured dissociation points 

 

Figure A.1 1 to 2 more measured points required between 14o C and 20o C 
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RUN – 2 

T (oC) P (psig) 

0.90 16.83 

5.52 25.13 

8.50 34.16 

10.50 42.49 

11.02 44.79 

11.52 46.79 

12.00 48.54 

12.52 50.07 

13.02 50.90 

13.52 51.25 

14.04 51.60 

20.44 59.26 

Table A.3 

 

 

Figure A.2 Final run – Dissociation point at 12.52o C and 50.07 psig 
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A.1.3 R-152A HSZ TEST 3 

Date Time T (oC) P (psig) 

20/01/2012 13:36 0.90 16.14 

20/01/2012 17:39 10.50 41.38 

20/01/2012 21:32 11.04 43.37 

20/01/2012 21:35 11.04 43.32 

21/01/2012 01:43 11.34 44.38 

21/01/2012 05:51 11.54 45.04 

21/01/2012 09:37 11.86 45.58 

21/01/2012 13:58 12.04 45.86 

21/01/2012 17:56 12.34 46.09 

21/01/2012 21:59 12.50 46.38 

22/01/2012 02:01 12.82 46.60 

22/01/2012 06:12 13.00 46.74 

22/01/2012 10:10 13.52 47.19 

22/01/2012 14:08 20.46 54.95 

22/01/2012 18:28 20.46 54.94 

22/01/2012 23:16 20.44 54.88 

23/01/2012 09:57 20.44 54.73 

Table A.4 Final run – dissociation points achieved at 11.54o C and 45.04 psig 

A.1.4 R-152A HSZ TEST 4  RUN – 1  

Date Time T (oC) P (psig) 

23/01/2012 12:08 0.88 15.87 

23/01/2012 16:19 12.02 45.08 

23/01/2012 20:13 12.14 45.23 

24/01/2012 00:20 12.26 45.22 

24/01/2012 04:19 12.32 45.13 

24/01/2012 08:26 12.44 45.16 

24/01/2012 12:32 12.5 45 

24/01/2012 16:24 12.62 45.15 

Table A.5 
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 .Pressure readings missing due to loss of communication between pressure transducer 

connected to rocking cell and the CPU 

 1 to 2 more measured points required between 0.9o C and 12o C 

RUN – 2 

Date Time T (oC) P (psig) 

25/01/2012 15:34 0.9 15.85 

25/01/2012 19:38 11.54 43.81 

25/01/2012 23:31 12.02 44.24 

26/01/2012 03:33 12.12 44.24 

26/01/2012 07:42 12.22 44.24 

26/01/2012 11:49 12.32 44.32 

26/01/2012 15:34 12.44 44.34 

26/01/2012 19:52 12.52 44.33 

27/01/2012 00:00 12.62 44.35 

27/01/2012 04:02 12.72 44.41 

27/01/2012 07:52 12.82 44.45 

27/01/2012 12:00 13 44.61 

27/01/2012 15:01 20.44 52.49 

Table A.6 1 to 2 more measured points required between 0.9o C and 11.5o C 
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RUN – 3 

Date Time T (oC) P (psig) 

27/01/2012 17:06 0.90 14.48 

28/01/2012 00:57 5.50 22.75 

28/01/2012 05:00 6.52 25.64 

28/01/2012 09:10 7.52 28.40 

28/01/2012 13:18 8.50 31.40 

28/01/2012 17:15 9.50 34.58 

28/01/2012 21:16 10.02 35.95 

29/01/2012 01:28 10.52 37.58 

29/01/2012 05:35 11.02 38.50 

29/01/2012 09:40 11.52 38.96 

29/01/2012 13:45 12.50 39.97 

29/01/2012 17:51 20.44 47.72 

29/01/2012 22:00 20.42 47.75 

30/01/2012 01:59 20.42 47.77 

30/01/2012 12:52 20.42 47.79 

Table A.7 Final run – dissociation points achieved at 10.52o C and 37.58 psig 
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A.1.5 R-152A HSZ TEST 5 

 RUN – 1 

Date Time T (oC) P (psig) 

30/01/2012 16:31 0.90 12.98 

30/01/2012 20:23 9.50 32.64 

31/01/2012 00:28 9.82 33.27 

31/01/2012 04:36 10.02 33.48 

31/01/2012 08:32 10.22 33.70 

31/01/2012 12:26 10.50 33.92 

31/01/2012 16:45 10.82 34.24 

31/01/2012 20:40 10.98 34.41 

01/02/2012 00:52 11.20 34.58 

01/02/2012 04:55 11.50 34.84 

01/02/2012 08:54 11.82 35.12 

01/02/2012 13:06 12.04 35.32 

01/02/2012 14:24 20.42 42.69 

Table A.8 1 or 2 more measured points required between 0.9o C and 9.5o C 
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RUN – 2 

Date Time T (oC) P (psig) 

01/02/2012 16:38 0.90 13.16 

01/02/2012 20:40 10.06 33.79 

02/02/2012 00:29 10.24 33.94 

02/02/2012 04:36 10.34 34.02 

02/02/2012 08:44 10.42 34.07 

02/02/2012 12:50 10.52 34.04 

02/02/2012 16:46 10.60 34.06 

02/02/2012 21:01 10.74 34.14 

03/02/2012 01:08 10.82 34.17 

03/02/2012 05:05 11.02 34.34 

03/02/2012 09:09 11.50 34.78 

03/02/2012 13:09 12.50 35.68 

03/02/2012 17:26 20.42 42.67 

03/02/2012 22:19 20.46 42.80 

04/02/2012 18:18 20.42 42.96 

05/02/2012 14:35 20.46 42.97 

06/02/2012 11:19 20.46 42.96 

Table A.9 1 or 2 more measured points required between 0.9o C and 10o C 
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RUN – 3 

Date Time T (oC) P (psig) 

06/02/2012 16:13 -2.56 6.83 

06/02/2012 20:15 4.04 13.24 

07/02/2012 00:15 5.06 14.33 

07/02/2012 04:15 5.22 14.99 

07/02/2012 08:13 5.52 15.28 

07/02/2012 12:16 5.76 15.53 

07/02/2012 16:24 6.04 15.81 

07/02/2012 20:46 6.26 16.04 

08/02/2012 00:46 6.56 16.18 

08/02/2012 04:46 6.78 16.38 

08/02/2012 08:58 7.06 16.66 

08/02/2012 12:44 7.26 16.84 

08/02/2012 16:30 7.54 17.08 

08/02/2012 20:41 7.78 17.24 

09/02/2012 00:42 8.04 17.44 

09/02/2012 04:36 8.24 17.63 

09/02/2012 08:40 8.56 17.82 

09/02/2012 13:17 20.34 24.43 

Table A.10 Final run – dissociation points achieved at 5.22o C and 14.99 psig 
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A.1.6 R-152A HSZ TEST 6 

Date Time T (oC) P (psig) 

10/02/2012 08:56 -2.60 8.55 

10/02/2012 17:51 1.06 10.28 

10/02/2012 21:51 2.56 12.57 

11/02/2012 01:54 4.04 14.08 

11/02/2012 06:04 4.74 15.22 

11/02/2012 10:44 5.26 15.88 

11/02/2012 14:05 5.24 16.08 

11/02/2012 18:20 5.54 16.54 

11/02/2012 22:10 5.76 16.86 

12/02/2012 02:26 6.04 17.16 

12/02/2012 06:33 6.56 17.75 

12/02/2012 10:30 8.54 19.07 

13/02/2012 09:18 20.46 26.62 

Table A.11 Final run – dissociation points achieved at 5.24o C and 16.08 psig 

A.1.7 R-152A HSZ TEST 7 

Date Time T (oC) P (psig) 

13/02/2012 16:35 -2.56 5.92 

14/02/2012 10:17 0.2 7.49 

14/02/2012 16:21 0.58 7.78 

14/02/2012 22:32 0.74 7.99 

15/02/2012 04:37 1.04 8.22 

15/02/2012 09:32 1.24 8.34 

15/02/2012 16:42 1.54 8.57 

15/02/2012 22:56 1.76 8.72 

16/02/2012 05:05 2.04 8.94 

16/02/2012 09:14 2.26 9.11 

16/02/2012 15:24 2.54 9.29 

Table A.12 Final run – dissociation points achieved at 0.74o C and 7.99 psig 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Component Mole % 

Methane 88.34 

Ethane 6.09 

Propane 1.64 

i-Butane 0.19 

n-Butane 0.03 

i-Pentane 0.06 

n-Pentane 0.05 

Carbon dioxide 1.58 

Nitrogen 2.03 

Total 100.01 

Table B.1 NG composition 

 

B.1 GAS MIXTURE PREPARATION 

B.1.1 NG-SF6 MIXTURE-1 

Molecular weight of natural gas at 17o C and 8505 psia = 18.27 g/mol (flash prediction) 

Molecular weight of SF6 = 146.06 g/mol 

Mass of NG in ProServ cell = 334.5g (measured) 

Mass of SF6 injected into mixture = 0.15g (measured) 

Hence SF6 concentration in mixture  

→
(0.15

146.06⁄ )

(0.15
146.06⁄ ) + (334.5

18.266⁄ )
× 106 = 56.1 𝑝𝑝𝑚 (𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒) 
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B.1.2 NG-SF6 MIXTURE-2 

Mixture preparation Mass (g) 

Tube vessel 758.50 

SF6 added 759.02 

NG added 762.23 

Gas mixture release to about 1 g 759.03 

NG added 761.90 

Gas mixture release to about 1 g 759.03 

  

Proserv vessel 7116.50 

+SF6-NG in tube vessel+NG 7448.50 

Table B.2 Preparation Table 

 

Mass of SF6 in tube cylinder after mixture 

→
(759.02 − 758.50) × (759.03 − 758.50)

(762.23 − 758.50) × (759.03 − 758.50)
×

1

(761.90 − 758.50)
= 0.011518 𝑔 

 

Mole of SF6 in tube cylinder 

→
0.011518 𝑔

146.06 𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙
= 7.89 × 10−5 𝑚𝑜𝑙 

Mass of NG in main ProServ cylinder = 7448.50 – 7116.50 = 332 g 

Mole of NG in ProServ cylinder  

→
332

18.27
= 18.17 𝑚𝑜𝑙 

Hence SF6 concentration injected into the ProServ cylinder  

→
7.89 × 10−5

7.89 × 10−5 + 18.17
× 106 = 4.34 𝑝𝑝𝑚 (𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒) 
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B.2 GAS SAMPLE AND HYDRATE CALCULATIONS (MEG SYSTEM) 

Molecular weight of natural gas = 18.193 g/mol  

Hydration Number = 6.5 

Gas pressure at 20o C = 1531 psig (10.56 MPa) 

Compressibility factor, Z = 0.7953 

Volume for injected gas mixture in autoclave = 530 ml 

Universal constant R = 8.314 MPa cm3mol-1k-1 

Moles of injected gas mixture, n at 20o C  

→
10.56 ×  530

0.7953 ×  8.314 × 293.85
= 2.88 𝑚𝑙 

Gas volume At STP (60 oF & 1atm) 

𝑉 (𝑚𝑙) =
𝑛𝑅𝑇(𝐾)

𝑃
=

2.88 × 8.314 × [(
5
9

(60𝑜𝐹 − 32)) + 273.15] × 145.04

14.7
= 68205 𝑚𝑙 

1 litre = 0.0061103 barrels (UK)  1 mole of water = 18.02 ml 

1 millilitre = 3.549E-11 MMscf in gas 

S.  

No 

T 

(oC) 

T (oK) P 

(psig) 

Correlation 

P (psig) 

ΔP 

(psig) 

P 

(MPa 

Z Δn Δnw ml Amount of 

hydrate 

bbl/MMscf 

1 20.7 293.85 1531 1505 0 0.00 0.7953 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 

2 10.2 283.35 1245 1395 141 0.97 0.7919 0.28 1.80 32.35 81.7 

3 12.5 285.65 1376 1418 33 0.23 0.7837 0.06 0.42 7.59 19.2 

4 12.8 285.95 1395 1423 19 0.13 0.7830 0.04 0.24 4.37 11.0 

5 12.9 286.05 1400 1426 17 0.12 0.7829 0.03 0.22 3.91 9.9 

6 13.2 286.35 1410 1419 0 0.00 0.7828 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 

7 14.9 288.05 1440 1449 0 0.00 0.7853 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 

8 20.7 293.85 1496 1505 0 0.00 0.7979 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 

Table B.3 Calculation Table 
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Correlation pressure (psig) – Pressure Pc used to calculate amount of hydrate formed in the 

system at different temperatures 

Hence 

∆𝑃 = [(𝑃𝑐 − 𝑃) − 3(𝑠𝑛+1 − 𝑠𝑛)] − 6 

Where 3 psi represents the pressure drop in the system due to sampling 

Sn represents the sample number 

Mole of hydrate ∆n is calculated from the equation of state 

∆𝑛 =
∆𝑃 (𝑀𝑃𝑎) × 𝑉(𝑐𝑚3)

𝑍𝑅𝑇(𝐾)
 

Mole of hydrate in water 

∆𝑛𝑤 = ∆𝑛 × 6.5 

Volume of hydrate in millilitres 

→ ∆𝑛𝑤 × 18.02 𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙 

Water to gas ratio in bbl/MMscf 

→
∆𝑛𝑤(𝑚𝑙) × 0.0061103𝑏𝑏𝑙

68205 𝑚𝑙 × 3.55 × 10−11 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑐𝑓
 

 

B.3 SF6 GC CALIBRATION AND CONCENTRATION CALCULATIONS 

(MEG SYSTEM) 

Calibrated peak area value for SF6 = 3.91 x 106 

SF6 concentration at calibrated peak area in initial NG-SF6 gas mixture = 56.1 ppm 

Hence concentration in ppm = 
𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
× 56.1 
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SF6 GC peak 

area 

SF6 Concentration 

(vapour) 

 ppm (mole) 

1.15E+06 16.50 

2.68E+05 3.85 

5.80E+05 8.32 

7.19E+05 10.32 

8.59E+05 12.32 

8.73E+05 12.53 

1.12E+06 16.07 

1.20E+06 17.22 

Table B.4 Concentration Table 

→
1.15 × 106

3.91 × 106
× 56.1 = 16.5 𝑝𝑝𝑚 (𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒) 

 

B.4 CH4-SF6 GAS MIXTURE PREPARATION 

Prepared CH4-SF6 mixture was directly injected into the autoclave 

Volume for injected gas mixture in autoclave = 530ml 

Pressure of injected CH4 gas = 10.39 MPa (1507 psia) 

Universal constant R = 8.314 MPa cm3mol-1k-1 

T = 293.35 K (20.2o C) 

Compressibility factor Z = 0.8396 

∴ 𝑛 =
𝑃𝑉

𝑍𝑅𝑇
=

10.39 × 530

0.8396 × 8.314 × 293.35
= 2.70 𝑚𝑜𝑙 
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Mixture preparation Mass (g) 

Volume of empty tube cylinder (A) 932.6 

SF6 added (B) 933.61 

CH4 added (C) 938.24 

Gas mixture release to about 1 g (D) 933.6 

CH4 added (E) 937.61 

Gas mixture release to about 1 g (F) 933.61 

CH4 added (G) 937.21 

Gas mixture release to about 1 g (H) 933.61 

CH4 added (I) 935.43 

Gas mixture release to about 1 g (J) 934.6 

Table B.5 Mixture Preparation Table 

Mass of SF6 in mixture   

→
(𝐵 − 𝐴) × (𝐷 − 𝐴) × (𝐹 − 𝐴) × (𝐻 − 𝐴) × (𝐽 − 𝐴)

(𝐶 − 𝐴) × (𝐸 − 𝐴) × (𝐺 − 𝐴) × (𝐼 − 𝐴)
= 0.0056 𝑔 

Moles of SF6 in mixture 

→
0.0056

146.06
= 3.83 × 10−5 𝑚𝑜𝑙 

Hence the SF6 concentration injection into the system 

→
3.85 × 10−5

3.85 × 10−5 + 2.70
× 106 = 14.23 𝑝𝑝𝑚 
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APPENDIX C 

 

C.1 MASS BALANCE CALCULATION 

The mass balance in the systems was calculated as 

 

Mass of SF6 in system = Mass of SF6 in gas phase + Mass of SF6 out (sampling) + Mass of 

SF6 in hydrate/aqueous phase 

Calculation for SF6 mass in gas phase of the system 

Moles of the NG-SF6 gas mixture in the gas phase  

 

𝑛𝑁𝐺−𝑆𝐹6
=

𝑃𝑉

𝑍𝑅𝑇
 

Moles of SF6 in the gas phase 

𝑛𝑆𝐹6
= 𝑛𝑁𝐺−𝑆𝐹6

× 𝑆𝐹6 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

Mass of SF6 in gas phase 

𝑀𝑆𝐹6
= 𝑛𝑆𝐹6

× 146.06𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙 

C.1.1 CALCULATION FOR SF6 MASS OUT OF THE SYSTEM THROUGH 

SAMPLING 

Mole of the NG-SF6 gas mixture from sampling 

𝑛𝑁𝐺−𝑆𝐹6
=

𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑉

𝑍𝑅𝑇
 

Total moles of NG-SF6 gas mixture out of the system through sampling 

Σ𝑛𝑁𝐺−𝑆𝐹6
= 𝑛𝑁𝐺−𝑆𝐹6(1)

+ 𝑛𝑁𝐺−𝑆𝐹6(2)
+  … … … … … . . + 𝑛𝑁𝐺−𝑆𝐹6(𝑖+1)

 

Where i = number of samples taken out of the system 
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Moles of SF6 out of the system through sampling 

𝑛𝑆𝐹6
= 𝑛𝑁𝐺−𝑆𝐹6

× 𝑆𝐹6 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

Total moles of SF6 out of the system through sampling 

Σ𝑛𝑆𝐹6
= 𝑛𝑆𝐹6(1)

+ 𝑛𝑆𝐹6(2)
+ … … … … … . . + 𝑛𝑆𝐹6(𝑖+1)

 

Total mass of SF6 out of the system through sampling 

Σ𝑀𝑆𝐹6
= Σ𝑛𝑆𝐹6

× 146.06𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙 

Calculation for SF6 in hydrate/aqueous phase at each temperature step 

= initial SF6 (mol) in gas phase – SF6 (mol) in gas phase – total sum of SF6 (mol) out through 

sampling 

 

C.1.2 OVERALL MASS BALANCE TABLE FOR THE METHANOL 

SYSTEM 

SF6, mol% NG-SF6 (moles) SF6 (moles) SF6 (mass), g 

4.34E-06 2.76 1.20E-05 1.75E-03 

1.63E-07 1.64 2.68E-07 3.91E-05 

4.82E-07 2.08 1.00E-06 1.47E-04 

1.46E-06 2.51 3.67E-06 5.36E-04 

2.40E-06 2.59 6.21E-06 9.07E-04 

2.96E-06 2.61 7.73E-06 1.13E-03 

3.94E-06 2.64 1.04E-05 1.52E-03 

4.43E-06 2.64 1.17E-05 1.71E-03 

7.05E-06 2.65 1.87E-05 2.73E-03 

Table C.1 SF6 in gas phase 
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P drop, psi NG-SF6 

(moles) 

Total NG-

SF6 out 

(moles) 

SF6 (moles) Total SF6 

out (moles) 

Total SF6 

out (mass) 

3 5.62E-03 5.62E-03 2.44E-08 2.44E-08 3.56E-06 

67 1.27E-01 1.33E-01 2.08E-08 4.51E-08 6.59E-06 

3 5.78E-03 1.39E-01 2.78E-09 4.79E-08 7.00E-06 

3 5.82E-03 1.45E-01 8.50E-09 5.64E-08 8.24E-06 

3 5.82E-03 1.50E-01 1.40E-08 7.04E-08 1.03E-05 

6 1.16E-02 1.62E-01 3.44E-08 1.05E-07 1.53E-05 

3 5.81E-03 1.68E-01 2.29E-08 1.28E-07 1.87E-05 

3 5.80E-03 1.74E-01 2.57E-08 1.53E-07 2.24E-05 

3 5.61E-03 1.79E-01 3.96E-08 1.93E-07 2.82E-05 

Table C.2 SF6 out of system (in samples) 

 

SF6 (moles) SF6 (mass), 

g 

Sum of SF6, g Calculated concentration at 

20 oC post hydrate 

dissociation 

-2.44E-08 -3.56E-06 1.75E-03 4.57E-06 

1.16E-05 1.70E-03 1.75E-03  

1.09E-05 1.59E-03 1.75E-03  

8.23E-06 1.20E-03 1.75E-03  

5.68E-06 8.30E-04 1.75E-03  

4.13E-06 6.03E-04 1.75E-03  

1.43E-06 2.09E-04 1.75E-03  

1.07E-07 1.57E-05 1.75E-03  

-6.94E-06 -1.01E-03 1.75E-03  

Table C.3 SF6 in aqueous/hydrate phase and overall SF6 in the system 

 

 


